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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

New Delta Virus Variant Escalates Lockdowns

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

The emergence of a new SARS-CoV-2 variant from India, called “Delta,” may result in a

new round of lockdowns around the world, including the U.K. and Chile

"

Chile has one of the highest COVID-jab rates in the world; 58% of the population have

received two doses and 75% have received their Rrst dose. Santiago locked down as

of June 10, 2021, after the capital reported the highest COVID-19 case numbers since

the beginning of the pandemic

"

Research by Public Health England (PHE) suggests two doses of PRzer’s mRNA COVID

shot is 88% effective against the Delta variant, while AstraZeneca’s DNA injection

appears to be 60% effective. After a single dose, either of the shots was only 33%

protective against symptomatic illness

"

PHE claims the Delta variant is 64% more likely to transmit within households than the

Kent (Alpha) variant that had previously dominated, and that it’s 40% more

transmissible outdoors and more likely to affect younger people

"

Variants are unlikely to pose signiRcantly differing risk to people with natural immunity

compared to the original, as resistance is primarily based on your T cells, which have

been shown to recognize and attack variants that are up to 80% dissimilar. SARS-CoV-

2 variants are at most 0.3% dissimilar from the original, which means T cell immunity

will easily recognize and protect against them

"
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According to the regional director of the European obce of the World Health

Organization, Hans Henri Kluge, a new coronavirus variant called “Delta” (its scientiRc

name being B.1.617.2 and originating in India) is “poised to take hold” in Europe,

which may necessitate renewed lockdowns.

In a June 10, 2021, article, The Hill reported that the SARS-CoV-2 Delta variant “can

spread quickly and infect those who have received one of two vaccine doses at higher

rates than the fully vaccinated.”

According to Kluge, Europe is facing the same situation as they did back in the winter

of 2020, when cases rapidly rose, resulting in “a devastating resurgence, lockdowns

and loss of life.” “Let’s not make that mistake again,” Kluge said during the press

conference.

Indian Variant Refuels Fear

The Delta variant is now the dominant strain in the U.K., where a surge in cases,

supposedly, has occurred predominantly among younger people between the ages of

12 and 20.

Research by Public Health England (PHE) suggests two doses of P"zer’s mRNA

COVID shot is 88% effective against the Delta variant, while AstraZeneca’s DNA

injection is “supposedly” 60% effective. After a single dose, either of the shots was

only 33% protective against symptomatic illness.

However, while single-dose recipients are said to be at greater risk than those having

received two doses, more fully “vaccinated” people have actually died from this

variant. According to the PHE, of the 42 Britons who had died with the Delta variant as
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of mid-June 2021, 12 had received two doses of gene therapy, compared to just

seven single-dose recipients.

More importantly, a June 11, 2021, PHE report  shows that as a hospital patient, you

are six times more likely to die of the COVID Delta variant if you are fully vaccinated,

than if you are not vaccinated at all.

The information shows up in Table 6 of the 77-page document, which are labled as

the attendance to emergency care and deaths by vaccination status and conRrmed

Delta cases from February 1, 2021, to June 7, 2021.

Of 33,206 Delta variant cases admitted to the hospital, 19,573 were not vaccinated.

Of those, 23 (or 0.1175%) died. But, of the 13,633 patients who were vaccinated with

either one or two doses, 19 (or 0.1393%) died, which is an 18.6% higher death rate

than for the unvaccinated patients. Seven of the 5,393 patients who were partially

vaccine with one dose died, or 0.1297%.

Of the 1,785 patients who had both vaccine doses 14 days or more before admission,

12 (or 0.6722%) died. This death rate is 5.72 times higher than that for unvaccinated

patients. Put another way, if all 33,206 patients had been fully vaccinated, there would

have been 223 deaths.

The PHE also claims the Delta variant is 64% more likely to transmit within

households than the Kent (Alpha) variant that had previously dominated, and that it’s

40% more transmissible outdoors.

Knowing what we now know about how science and statistics are being manipulated

to give the appearance of a serious problem where there is none, I take these

statements and data with a grain of salt. World leaders, however, are using the data to

impose yet more restrictions. British Prime Minister Boris Johnson is now
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considering keeping lockdown rules in place until spring of 2022.

Similarly, Chile, which has one of the highest COVID-jab rates in the world, with 58% of

the population having received two doses and 75% having received their Rrst dose,

authorities announced a blanket lockdown across the capital of Santiago, June 10,

2021. The lockdown came in response to the highest COVID-19 case numbers since

the beginning of the pandemic.

Why Was a Disgraced Disease Modeler Relied on Yet Again?

In the U.S., Delta accounts for about 10% of cases and is doubling every two weeks,

according to the former Food and Drug Administration commissioner Dr. Scott

Gottlieb, who spoke about the variant on a “Face the Nation” broadcast June 13,

2021.

According to Gottlieb, Delta is likely to “spike a new epidemic heading into the fall.”

Showing just how crazy a repeat this is, Gottlieb is again citing data from Neil

Ferguson. Yahoo! News calls Ferguson a “prominent British epidemiologist” but in

fact, the man is beyond untrustworthy and has been thoroughly — and publicly —

disgraced.

His only prominence is that of a failed statistician whose models have been

repeatedly proven faulty to a ridiculous degree. The fact that Gottlieb is again using

Ferguson’s models ought to set off warning bells that this is fear propaganda to justify

even further COVID jabs and nothing else.

It was Ferguson’s Imperial College model  that predicted the death of 2 million

Americans and 500,000 Britons unless draconian lockdown and social distancing

measures were implemented. A major law in his model was that he didn’t account for

the fact that the susceptible population is only ever a small portion of people, never
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100%.

Ferguson was also the source of the December 2020 prediction that the Alpha variant

B117 — the so-called “Kent” strain that became the predominant strain before Delta —

would be 50% to 70% more contagious than previous variants circulating in the U.K.,

and would infect children and teens to a greater extent than previous variants.

Well, what happened? PHE data reveal the rolling average of infections (i.e., positive

tests, which may be symptomatic or asymptomatic) sharply declined starting in

January 2021, from a high of 68,053 cases in early January to a low of 1,649 cases in

early May 2021.

Daily hospitalizations also dropped, as did the number of daily deaths, which plunged

from a high of 1,610 in January 2021 to a low of eight on June 13, 2021.  Apparently,

the much-feared and “far more infectious” B117 strain didn’t unleash a mass-death

cascade after all.

“ In the U.S., CDC data show a total of 204 teens —
aged 12 to 17 — were admitted to hospital for COVID
assessment between January and March 2021. These
are hardly catastrophic numbers. Fewer than one-
third required intensive care and none died.

Meanwhile, there are at least four reported deaths
among 12- to 17-year-olds following COVID
“vaccination,” along with several hundred adverse
effect reports, including dozens of cases of heart
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inflammation.”
What’s more, the fact that mainstream media and health authorities have not

highlighted the number of children infected or hospitalized is a clear hint that children

really weren’t at great risk from B117 either. They just wanted you to fear the

possibility of it being so.

In the U.S., Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data  show adolescent

hospitalizations for COVID-19 peaked at a rate of 2.1 per 100,000 hospital

admissions in early January 2021. By mid-March, that had declined to 0.6 per

100,000. In April, it rose a little again, to 1.3 per 100,000. In actual numbers, we’re

talking about a total of 204 teens — aged 12 to 17 — being admitted to hospital for

assessment between January 2021 and March 2021.

These statistics are indeed quite far from catastrophic. Fewer than one-third required

intensive care and none died. Meanwhile, there are at least four reported deaths

among 12- to 17-year-olds following COVID “vaccination,” along with several hundred

adverse effect reports, including dozens of cases of heart inlammation.

As Ferguson’s calamitous predictions for Alpha variant B117 having failed to come to

fruition, it appears the same fearmongering narrative has now simply shifted over to

the Delta variant.

Clearly, they want us to fear for our children, as this will improve compliance with

freedom-robbing measures and boost vaccine uptake. Right now, they’re having a

really hard time explaining why children, whose risk of serious complications or death

from COVID-19, and who aren’t a primary disease vector, would need to participate in

an uncontrolled gene therapy experiment. 
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COVID Measures Did Not Work and Should Never Be Repeated

After a year and a half of lies and disinformation, it seems clear the technocrats

pushing for a Great Reset are more than willing to make things up as they go, simply

to keep the pandemic going. According to Kluge, the way out of this new phase of the

pandemic is “a combination of public health measures and vaccination, not one or the

other.”

This despite the fact that we already know that none of these strategies actually

work. As noted by pathologist Dr. Roger Hodkinson  in a May 27, 2021, Last

American Vagabond interview,  masks, social distancing and lockdowns did not work

and never will, and the COVID jabs are too dangerous to pursue.

In the interview above, Hodkinson reviews the very real concerns surrounding

vaccine-induced spike proteins and their potentially devastating effects on health and

human reproduction,  seeing how PRzer’s own research demonstrates free spike

proteins are disseminated throughout your body within hours of injection.

I detailed this research in “Researcher: 'We Made a Big Mistake' on COVID-19

Vaccine,” which featured an interview with Canadian immunologist and vaccine

researcher Byram Bridle, Ph.D. I’ve also explained the mechanics of why the SARS-

CoV-2 spike protein is so dangerous and toxic in “The Many Ways in Which COVID

Vaccines May Harm Your Health.”

Anti-Vax Hater Predicts Nightmare Summer

In a June 11, 2021, Daily Beast article,  Dr. Peter Hotez — a rabid anti-vax hater — is

now saying that children living in conservative “red” states, where COVID jab refusal

tends to be higher, face a dangerous “nightmare summer.”
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Hotez, dean of the National School of Tropical Medicine at Baylor College of

Medicine, has in the past called for violent suppression of vaccine safety information,

bullying parents of vaccine-injured children  by calling them “anti-vaxxers” even

though they’re discussing their children’s injuries that occurred as a result of

vaccination, not because they didn’t vaccinate them.

In 2018, Hotez classiRed vaccine safety and pro-informed consent advocacy groups

such as the National Vaccine Information Center as "hate groups" that “hate

children,”  and said we must “snuff out” (a term typically reserved for gangster style

murder) the “anti-vaccine” movement.  He’s also stated that vaccination “is not a

choice; it’s a responsibility.”  Not surprisingly, Hotez has very strong ties to the

vaccine industry.

During a March 23, 2019, appearance on the Joe Rogan show, Hotez suggested

Amazon, Facebook, Twitter, Google, Reddit, Instagram and other online platforms

should hire chief scientiRc obcers to manage, Rlter and regulate content.  Hotez has

also called for the use of cyberwarfare tactics against people who dare discuss

potential vaccine problems, including yours truly.

No doubt, he’s loving the current Dark Age of online censorship that arose with the

COVID pandemic.

“The only way to prevent these variants from gaining a foothold is to step up

the pace of vaccinating everyone over the age 12 (and hopefully children

younger than that by the fall),” Hotez writes in his Daily Beast article.

“But in these robust pockets of vaccine resistance, it’s hard to imagine

getting anywhere close to full coverage of young people. For example, more

than 50 percent of 12- to 17-year-olds are vaccinated (received at least one

dose of vaccine) in Massachusetts and Vermont, whereas less than 10
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percent of those in this same age group have been vaccinated in Alabama,

Louisiana, and Mississippi.

Here’s what might happen if we don’t fully vaccinate the South. First, the

number of cases could accelerate in July and August, just as they did last

year … In addition, we might see the new variants rise in frequency and

disproportionately affect children, adolescents, and young adults, possibly

including a multisystem inTammatory syndrome of children or MIS-C.

Some children’s hospitals in the region may already be seeing an acceleration

in hospitalizations and ICU admissions. In fact, the CDC just reported on

rising hospitalization rates among adolescents this spring.”

Hotez Overstates Risk to Children and Teens

Here, Hotez cites the CDC data  I discussed earlier, and the way he does it ends up

misrepresenting the trend. To repeat, no teenagers have died from COVID-19. And the

uptick in hospitalization he’s talking about is an uptick from the mid-March low. But

the April 2021 hospitalization rate for teens is still only about half the January 2021

rate (1.3 per 100,000 hospitalizations compared to 2.1 per 100,000). We are not

looking at a doomsday trend here.

“The nation has to be fully and evenly vaccinated if we are to have any hope

of navigating our way out of this epidemic. It’s also the surest way to protect

young people in this region,” Hotez writes.

I disagree. Already last year, in 2020, data suggested the vast majority of the global

population already had full or partial natural immunity. Initially, experts estimated that

70% of the population or more would need to be exposed and develop immunity

before natural herd immunity would be achieved.
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By mid-October 2020, more than a dozen scientists claimed the herd immunity

threshold is actually somewhere between 43% and 9%, which means a vast majority

of the global population — by then — were already at very low risk of serious

illness.  Data from Stockholm, Sweden, which didn’t shut down during 2020,

showed a herd immunity threshold of 17%.

Contrast that to the COVID jabs, which do NOT actually make you immune. You can

still contract the illness and spread the virus. The vaccine makers admit the design of

the shots mean they will only lessen your symptoms if or when you get infected.

Theoretically, this will prevent or lower your risk of hospitalization and death.

However, on the lipside, scientists have fervently warned that the COVID shots may

trigger antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE), making vaccinated individuals far

more prone to serious complications and death when encountering the wild virus.

Children and teens also are not dying from COVID-19 in droves. In fact, they’re not

dying from it at all, so the idea that they are in dire need of gene therapy is simply not

true.

No Need to Fear Mutations

Is there cause to be concerned about the new Delta variant? Or any other variant for

that matter? According to Michael Yeadon, Ph.D., a life science researcher and former

vice-president and chief scientist of allergy and respiratory research at PRzer, the

answer is a Rrm “no.” In the interview above, which is part of the full-length

documentary “Planet Lockdown,”  Yeadon explains why.

“Basically, everything your government has told you about this virus,

everything you need to do to stay safe, is a lie,” Yeadon says. “Every part of it

… None of the key themes that you hear talked about — from asymptomatic
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transmission to top-up vaccines [i.e., booster shots] — not one of those

things is supported by the science.

Every piece is cleverly chosen adjacently to something that probably is true,

but is itself a lie, and has led people to where we are right now.”

When it comes to your susceptibility to variants, mutated versions of SARS-CoV-2,

your resilience is not dependent on antibodies as much as it’s dependent on your T-

cell immunity, also known as cellular immunity. Yeadon explains:

“You've got four or `ve different arms of the immune system: innate

immunity, mucosal, antibody, T-cells and compliment[ary systems]. There are

all of these different wonderful systems that have integrated, one with

another, because it needs to defend you against all sorts of different threats

in the environment.

What I'm telling you is that the emphasis on antibodies in respect of

respiratory viral infections is wrong, and you can establish that quite easily by

doing some searching …

I'm not saying antibodies have no role, but they're really not very important.

This has been proven. There are some people in whom a natural experiment

has occurred. They have a defect and they actually don't make antibodies, but

they're able to `ght off COVID-19, the virus SARS-CoV-2, quite well.

The way they do that is, they have T-cell immunity, cellular immunity. [T-cells]

are cells that are trained to detect virus-infected cells and to kill those cells.

That's how you defend yourself against a virus. So, all of these mentions of

antibody levels, it's just bunk. It is not a good measure of whether or not

you're immune. It does give evidence that you've been infected, but their
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persistence is not important as to whether you've got immunity …

We've known this for decades. We've known about T-cells for decades. They

were clearly in my undergraduate textbooks. And we've known about their

importance in defending you against respiratory viruses since probably the

1970s, certainly the 1980s …

It's quite normal for RNA viruses like SARS-CoV-2, when it replicates, to make

typographical errors. It’s got a very good error detection, error correction

system so it doesn't make too many typos, but it does make some, and those

are called ‘variants.’

It’s really important to know that if you `nd the variant that's most different

from the sequence identi`ed in Wuhan, that variance … is only 0.3% different

from the original sequence.

I'll say it another way. If you `nd the most different variance, it's 99.7%

identical to the original one, and I can assure you … that amount of difference

is absolutely NOT possibly able to represent itself to you as a different virus.

[So] when your government scientists tell you that a variant that's 0.3%

different from SARS-CoV-2 could masquerade as a new virus and be a threat

to your health, you should know, and I'm telling you, they are lying.”

To recap, what Yeadon is saying is that a virus cannot mutate into a version that is so

dissimilar from the original that your body cannot identify it. If you have T cell

immunity, your immune system will recognize the mutated virus and take care of it,

just as it would with the original version of the virus.

He explains how, earlier in the pandemic, scientists obtained blood from patients who

had been sickened with the SARS virus 17 or 18 years ago. SARS-CoV-1, responsible
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for that SARS outbreak, is only 80% similar to SARS-CoV-2. They wanted to know if

the immune systems of these patients would be able to recognize SARS-CoV-2 —

which they did. They still had memory T-cells against SARS-CoV-1, and those cells

also recognized SARS-CoV-2, despite being only 80% similar.

Now, if a 20% difference was not enough to circumvent the immune system of these

patients, why should you be concerned with a variant that is at most 0.3% different

from the original SARS-CoV-2? And why would we need booster shots for these near-

identical variants?

Booster Shots, a Trojan Horse?

Yeadon is extremely suspicious of the intentions behind booster shots for different

variants, saying:

“You should be terri`ed at this point, as I am, because there's absolutely no

possible justi`cation for their manufacture. There's no possible benign

interpretation of this. I believe they [the booster shots] are going to be used

to damage your health and possibly kill you. Seriously. I can see no sensible

interpretation other than a serious attempt at mass depopulation.

This will provide the tools to do it, and plausible deniability. They'll create

another story about some sort of biological threat and you'll line up and get

your top-up vaccines, and a few months or a year or so later, you'll die of

some peculiar inexplicable syndrome. And they won't be able to associate it

with the vaccines.

That's my belief — that they're lying to you about variants so they can make

damaging top-up vaccines that you don't need at all. I think they will be used

for malign purposes …”
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Reject the ‘New Normal’ and Reclaim Your Life

Until or unless someone in the know steps up to the plate with a confession, we have

no way of knowing whether depopulation is actually an intended outcome of these

shots. Still, even if there’s no ill intent behind them, the real-world outcome may still

be a mass-casualty event.

What seems clearer is that world leaders are sowing fear that is wildly

disproportionate to the actual health threat of this virus and its variants, and the most

logical reason for this is because they need this pandemic to continue in order to

usher in the Great Reset.

The Great Reset, in turn, is part of a parallel agenda built around transhumanist

ideologies, ideas and ideals, where man is merged with machine and biologically

controlled through the use of nanotechnology and digital surveillance.

If I’m correct, then the COVID pandemic narrative will continue to be spun, not for the

next several months but years. The fearmongering will persist until permanent

tracking has been implemented, getting regular gene therapy injections have become

the norm and no one does anything unless government says it’s OK. In other words,

until life has been permanently turned into a hell Rt for robots alone.

In the video below, talkRADIO host Julia Hartley-Brewer shares her opinion on the

matter, saying that if the U.K. does not open on “Freedom Day,” June 21, 2021, as

planned, then lockdowns are likely to continue forever.

She points out that the “vaccines” are working better than anyone dared hope, and a

far larger portion of the population than expected have willingly taken them. People

are as safe as they’re ever going to get, yet government is still vacillating, saying it’s

not enough. It’s time to go back to the old normal where people are free to live their
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own lives, Hartley-Brewer says, and she’s absolutely right.

 

Almond

WTH is going on with Jill Biden gallivanting around the country promoting the non-vaccine?  Truly, if I

were undecided, this would make my mind up in a hurry not to get vaxxed.  There is something sinister

about all this coercion.  And an outright threat from bumbling Joe telling us there will be consequences

for those who are unvaccinated.  It certainly looks like 30% of the population is adamantly opposed to

getting the jab. Then, when will this all end?  How many boosters?  How many identity cards,

passports, implants, lost freedoms, travel restrictions, limited access and mandates? Historical

records indicate that Dr. Edward Jenner, renowned as "The Father of Vaccination", killed his own son by

giving too many shots.

I am disgusted.  More angry than afraid.  I am sick and tired of being lied to by people who have no

credibility or integrity.  I just want to be left alone to live and run my life in peace.  Too many are

determined to prevent that.  I predict that this meddling in people's private affairs will not end well.  I

keep wondering which will be the straw that breaks the camels back... My conjecture is that, if (?) this

is a synthetic lab-engineered organism, the odds are great that it will be unstable and break down over

time.  I expect more virulent mutations to be much less likely.  

Like the little boy who cried "wolf!" once too often, many people are now ignoring what govt spokesmen

say.  That means either harsh penalties will need to be imposed to control the noncompliant or a new

threat will need to be devised to frighten people into submission.   We realize we are being led by idiots

who would frighten us with tales of boogymen instead of educating the public in self-reliance and

prophylaxis.  That is, optimize serum vitamin D/zinc.  Put some ivermectin on your shelf, wash your

hands and get on with your life.  How many people even remember that life is for living?

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

wendyb.
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You might want to check out the beneRts of ‘pine needle tea’ or maybe you already know.  I think

it’s supposed to give ivermectin-like protection.  I make it now and it’s quite pleasant - after I add a

bit of stevia or my kombucha - or both.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Ronald_H

The Sky Is Falling!  ... and whatever else will scare Sheeple into compliance and even aggressive

shaming, exclusionary business practices and retribution for killing their neighbors and not caring.

Just tonight, I bought a Porsche Cayenne Turbo S.  Does that seem like a radical subject change?

 It's not.  I won't put up with the restrictions of airline travel.  Well, that is no change, I bypass the

airlines with comfortable high performance driving rather than shoes off, grope and tyrannical

showing us who's boss in a conditioning of the masses. Now it's worse.  Did they know back then

that they Rrst needed to condition us into complacency?  If it serves no other purpose, then there is

a purpose. I'm very much into preparedness and lately reevaluating preparedness scenarios.

 Population will be much less in the harsh times to come and critical thinkers won't be as diluted

within what would be the more desperate and more hostile demanding you give them "their fair

share" of your preparedness supplies likely after laughing at you and calling you paranoid in these

remaining days that will become known as the good times when preparedness was still possible.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Almond

wendyb... I have heard this.  Pycnogenol in the form of the French Maritime Pine source.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

00
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Ivermectin at India Mart is 20.USD for 12 pills.   I looked it up, won't be buying as I had covid.  But, I

am taking zinc and vitamin D supplements !

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

MoMac46

Almond- spot on - I am sure many people me included can relate to everything you posted.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

tillthen

I've been taking everything for 2 or more years: D, Zn, Quercetin, NAC, ALA, Acetyl l Carnithine,  C,

C(lipo), H2O2 'nebs', gargle, nasal wash, B, Mushies, and Pycnogenol (as French Marine Pine stuff),

and miscellaneous.  I do not have ivermectin.  Do not know how to get it.   Do I need it?  Never been

vaxxed, never been sick.   85 in August. Thank you, Almond. Enjoyed the Missy Biden jabs!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Good_Hands

Ronald, were you able to get your Cayenne with a manual transmission? I'm getting close to

needing a new vehicle, and I refuse to drive anything automatic. But these damnable technocrats

don't want us to think for ourselves or learn to control the machinery in our lives, rather they want

us to get used to our machines doing all the work for us, controlling us. So it's becoming insanely

dibcult to Rnd a new car with a manual transmission. I may have to buy something gently

pre-owned.
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

balhawk

"There will be consequences" - woooo!   Like I won't be able to go to the ballgame?   Sod it, the

tickets and concessions are overpriced anyway.   They'll see how it goes if 1/3 of their business is

lost.   I'll take the consequences of my decision to remain healthy over their consequences any day

and every day, and I think at least 1/3 are with me.  Remember, if the aim is indeed want to weed

out about 90% of the population, they can't make it too easy to run the gauntlet end emerge with

health intact.    But they might have overlooked the consideration that poisoning the believers is a

rather unsustainable approach.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

bowgirl

Spot on!  I had COVID in 2/2020 after a cruise. A very mild case. I take signiRcant Vit D and C in the

winter along with lysine, NAC and zinc. My family and neighbors I infected  were not quite as mild. I

go on cruises for all the cut up veggies and fruit I can eat in a week or two and the winter sunshine!

I never gain weight.  Road trips south last winter to get sunshine. I read recently the hardest people

for a government to control are the ones who turn off the news.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

JNo8752

You are not alone in your thinking. So many of us feel the same way -- sick and tired. It's

heartbreaking how this has ruined and destroyed many lives, and keeps the rest of us in a

nightmarish limbo waiting for this circus of deception to end. It is very frustrating to be ruled over

by an incompetent government who does not want the best for its people. The sheeple are the
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ones who obediently wear their masks, get their vaccines and help to promote the lunacy. The only

thing we can do is pray. Not only for the deception to come to light but to help those of us who see

things for what they are to stay strong. To trust God in the light is nothing, but to trust Him in the

dark, that is faith.    -C.H. Spurgeon

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

squirrel2001

I've got my Ivermectin!  Hopefully I won't need it.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Almond...Don't be disgusted or angry..anger is the reactive Rght lipside of fear, the sympathetic

side of autonomic balance...where if unrelenting makes parasympathetic healing

impossible...Been saying since early last year that this corona Rasco is as much a psyop as a viral

menace.  See the psychological impact of non-stop media panic-pounding,.."Not just the lu, but a

deadly virus!" There is tooo much happiness to enjoy without letting media jerks steal your days.

 Try Wim Hof's protocol or at least understand autonomics and the mechanism of stress and

disease;  www.rt.com/shows/sophieco-visionaries/526907-iceman-extreme-athlete-so..    and look

at the other techniques of parasympathetic stimulation;

meditation/exercise/massage/breathwork/nature walks..or just play with a puppy.  I've been

lipping off govt propagandists and their monopoly sponsors since before 9/11..er Viet Nam!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

CMT367
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Neither Jill nor Joe are open to authentic, questioning science. I could tell when Biden re-hired

Fauci as his "best advisor" on the issue. Apparently there's no one on WH staff to inluence the

President or his wife to ask better questions.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lin3741

I agree w Almond, we are Rnally “pushing back”, but when it gets to be “too much” according to the

narrative, penalties may become more harsh, or even more individualistic.  Very concerning.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Krofter

Almond - Thought you might appreciate this quote from R. B. Pearsons - Pasteur: Plagiarist,

Imposter - The Germ Theory Exploded (1943). In chapter 8 he talks about how research shows that

when vaccines are injected into various test subjects, be they animal or human, alterations or

mutations occur. Of course we now know this as a newish Reld of research, referred to as

gain-of-function research.

“Now that this has been proven so overwhelmingly, we can see how a vaccine for any one disease

could start some other disease through these mutated forms. We shall then need more serums

(vaccines) for the new diseases, and so on, ad inRnitum.” (Parenthesis mine) If one is in the

business of making vaccines, could there be any better business model? Pearsons goes on to

blame the 1918 lu pandemic on the tuberculosis vaccine.  He saw the hand writing on the wall all

the way back in 1943 and called it out then.  Seems we could all use some basic education about

vaccines. secularheretic.substack.com/.../death-by-covid-vaccine-update-9

Posted On 06/23/2021
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balhawk

I think Jill and Joe are true believers who actually believe they're doing good.   Programmed

operatives.   Like most who are running this show.   They trust the scientists who have likewise

been brainwashed.  Disposable tools, who can be replaced.  That might even be the case all the

way up to Billy G.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Almond

Goodhands... Can I start a used car listing website?  ; - )  OK, just for Porsches?  ; - )  Maybe I

should put driving one on my bucket list, too?

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Almond

balhawk... As to Biden's consequnences for the unvaxxed... Do I really want to wear a mask to eat

in a restaurant?  That seems sort of unsanitary if you think about it--sort of like wearing your

napkin over your mouth without changing it.  Not exactly intelligent behavior.  A young fellow was

jus telling me that even fast food has gotten expensive--out of his budget.  Even if you can afford

to eat out, the quality is falling so low that I would rather eat at home.  So, I cannot go to a movie?

 First there would have to be a movie I actually wanted to see.  Why pay money for trash and mind

pollution? I will spare myself the unpleasantness of getting groped and jabbed to get on an

airplane and travel to another country that is not as comfortable as my home.  As for sporting

events, I do not consider it entertainment to watch someone take a knee, skip the national anthem

or strut around in rainbow-colored gear.  Just like so much of classroom time taken up with stuff

other than the 3Rs, now sports time has also been co-opted to send a PC message.  At least when I

go to a rodeo, they still ly the American lag--quite a few of them! In time, we will see what the
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CONSEQUENCES are for Biden and company...

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

har1272

"The Delta variant is now the dominant strain in the U.K., where a surge in cases, supposedly, has

occurred predominantly among younger people between the ages of 12 and 20." Their timing for

this variant is perfect when that is the age group they are after.  Coincidence?  I don't believe in

coincidences.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

har1272

"At least when I go to a rodeo, they still ly the American lag--quite a few of them!" So which part of

the rodeo is your favorite?  Your patriotism to something that represents both good and evil, or

cruelty to the animals who must perform for the pleasure of the paying crowd?

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Almond

lin... At what point do the oppressed Rght back and try to abolish their oppressors?  There are

some free-thinking individuals who can come up with some very creative solutions.  A technocracy

must be maintained and is vulnerable to sabotage.  (Many hackers, for example, are hard-wired

just to do such things for the fun of it to see what they can get away with.)  Joe "Gray Man", sitting

out in his humble home on his 5 acres out in the middle of no where far past the city limits is

unlikely to draw much attention.  I see events coming together in such a way that the goal of

dividing Americans will be thwarted and, instead, serve only to unite people against the illegitimate
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power claimed by govt. Perhaps I am just an optimist.  However, history does repeat itself and I

believe liberty is enshrined in the American DNA.  In times of crisis, people amaze themselves at

what they are capable of.  However, the sleeping bear is slow to awaken and anger.  The time will

come even if it takes a long time.  Meanwhile, the wise will prepare for a prolonged seige.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Almond

krofter... In my opinion, diseases will eventually burn themselves out in about 98% of cases.  The

area of concern is those 2% of cases where they take a turn for the worse and become more

virulent.  This prob happens abut once a century? However, events such as vaccination have

cumulative effects that linger after a pandemic has run it's course.  There are cumulative and

compounded downstream repercussions that continue to affect overall health.  The more vaccines

you have, the less likely you are to enjoy vital good health.  There is a limit to how many times you

can alter and reengineer the immune system and still expect the biome to function optimally.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Good_Hands

Almond, I would deRnitely suggest adding a Porsche to your bucket list. They're extremely fun to

drive, and they're great for outrunning those who might try to surveil, track, and trace you. You just

have to disable the onboard GPS.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

mushyp3a
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Can you recommend a brand or place online to purchase pine needle tea? I have been hearing a lot

about this.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

love4health

Almond, you couldn't have written it better for me!  Let's get on with our lives and get out of the

shadows, crouching in fear (for those that do succumb to the fearmongering).  We are in a sad and

dismal state, I am afraid.  All these idiot politicians and public health bureaucrats and the lying

MSM.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Wrusssr

IMO, “COVID deaths” began when annual hospital admissions and deaths from inluenza,

pneumonia, polluted lungs, smokers lungs, pulmonary complications, obesity or combinations of

these and other illnesses were suddenly and deliberately mislabeled “COVID 19 deaths” at the

beginning of this faux “pandemic” in order to generate a “body count boogeyman” the perpetrators

could point to, and from which they could lay the ground work for,  “. . . the necessity of a global

“vaccine” to “save people” from a dreaded “COVID virus” ” that didn‘t exist. Miraculously, lu,

pneumonia, etc. deaths dropped to almost nil. That and the deliberately high false positive swab to

“. . . show the people how many were going to need THE SHOT”—their end game being the injection

of an experimental substance into humanity for which *** were hung and the Nuremberg Code was

established.

The reason for calling it a vaccine?  Congress indemniRed the pharmaceutical industry from

lawsuits for anyone killed or injured by their “vaccines” in 1986. A government account called

VAERS was set up to pay for the carnage. The CDC was to gather reports of vaccine deaths and

injuries. But only an estimated 1-3% are ever reported to VAERS. Because it’s voluntary for doctors
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and medical people to do this. To date, VAERS has paid out more than $4 billion, mostly for deaths

and injuries of children and young adults, leaving some 95%+ families with no recourse and a

lifetime of Rnancial and emotional struggle.

“COVID body counts” grew when hospitals were okayed to bill Medicare (rough estimates here)

$4,000 for every “COVID patient admitted, $39,000 for every day a “COVID patient” was in ICU, and

$59,000 a day for everyday a “COVID patient” was on a ventilator when he/she died. “COVID

deaths” soared. Some even from motorcycle and vehicle accidents.  The unproven “COVID shot” is

not a  vaccine, but rather an experimental drug that appears to be a genocidal shot that’s also

sterilizes. . . .  continued . . .

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Susie Ann johnson

"That is, optimize serum vitamin D/zinc.  Put some ivermectin on your shelf, wash your hands and

get on with your life..." That is exactly what I am doing and it has kept me healthy for a year and a

half of pandemic!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

abc123123

Didn't Trump get vaccinated too?  Yes, he did.   And urged all Americans to get vaccinated saying it

is safe. This is from a few months ago on FOX.

www.foxnews.com/media/trump-urges-all-americans-to-get-covid-vaccine-i..

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Almond
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abc... The Trump speech...

www.cnn.com/2021/03/16/politics/donald-trump-covid-19-vaccine/index.ht..

Posted On 06/24/2021

 

veraromo

In Hinduism, an astra(Sanskrit), was a supernatural weapon, presided over by a speciRc deity and

imbued with spiritual and occult powers that causes its effect or impact. Astra (weapon). ,ze means

“that”  in Polish, and “ necare” means “killing “, in Latin. “Astra Ze Neca”means “Weapon that kills”.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

pjmauigirl

That's fascinating!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lin3741

!

 that sounds nuts and on an internet search the entire thing is immediately glazed over as false,

and is about some kind of merger w a sweedish company bla bla bla-no shock there w the

immediate censorship.   That said,  it is also no shock to me that their name wd be derived from

such, and i say that bc big pharma is CONSTANTLY adding INSULT to injury with the little pet

names they give their products.   One that sticks out in my mind is  Latuda, a psychiatric med.

 La-TUDE-a.  Really!?  I think that’s a very insulting name, like here, take this to adjust that nasty

TUDE of yours.  Big pharm is disgusting.  And btw said drug latuda is made by LUPIN

PHARMACEUTICAL- lupin meaning of the WOLF.   So there you have it ... insult to injury like i said.
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

mrrobb

OMG the ..the forbidden and toxic , deadly, Spike Protein Computer generated red or purple Hideous

SpiokeBall which is easily stopped dead in its tracks by a Mask or =Rag over you face...is now gonna

Mutate into   'Delta  B.1.617.2"  made in India...OLG....earth Roll up them sleeves for another  2 to  12

Jabs of  Delta Complex B.1.617.2....and you will need  to wear an Oxygen bottle and 7 new type of

plastic bags over your head..and be at least 700 feet or 200M from anything.. Come On .aren't you

getting a little tired and sick of listening to some TV news director  tells you what to do...??  are you

getting tired of eating all that bullsh1t??  Aren't tired of looking like a  mindless idiot waddling around

with a mask or rag on you face?  

Wow....an earth Rlled with clowns  waddling around with masks and rags on their faces........I can't

believe so many, supposed to be knowledgeable people, wander around like brain-dead zombies

....O)MG  here come another Mutation of covidDelta19 B.1.617.2minus 984xm and its waddling down

the street......OMGod its Terrifying!!!!   OH MY GOD!!!!!! LOOK OUT EARTH........

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Watsonandco

mrrobb, spot on! Your post gave me a good laugh. But it's not funny. People are still focused on

what they are being told i.e. working to the opposition's agenda when what we should be doing is

ignoring their claptrap and working to our own agenda, which should include upsetting their

timetable in any way we can.

Nappy face sheeples are what they are. The rest of us have to move through the propaganda fog

and formulate a strategy to beat the bad guys who have a GREAT deal at stake. They will Rght dirty,

they will Rght mean but that does not mean to say they will win. We have our Davids!
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

ymiranthis

LOL, mrrobb!  We've devolved into a bunch of Humpty Dumpties afraid of becoming broken eggs.

Fear, confusion and doubt are not a good basis for making decisions. Knowledge is power. The

better informed we are, the better we can live our lives. That means turning off the TV and reading

the research. For me, that means coming to mercola.com. Thank you for all that you do, Dr. Joseph

Mercola.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

SvetushainZion

It is really miiiiiiiiindblooooooowing!!!!  Oh What a Circus! I'm gonna Send them to Outta Space

They (these criminaaaaaals) can Fiiiind another Race!!!!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Lizschneider53

I needed THAT laugh!! ..

" " " "

 I getcha tho!!!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

MoMac46

mrrobb - I had forgotten about that song Purple People Eater. - amusing.  My sister in law phoned
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me today her son is a doctor of biology or some sort of scientist. She tells me every time she

phones how I should be taking the jab as her son says its very important blah blah blah. There is no

point in telling her about the alternatives I did try. She says she is hearing it from one who knows,

straight from the horses mouth, he has studied it all. So I usually just change the subject.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lin3741

LOVE THIS POST, like others said funny, but TRUE.   I’ve been asking for months now WTH is it

going to take!  The thing is, some people are simply LOVING this RIDICULOUS ASININE COVID

CULTURE!  They LOVE IT!     MANY are HAPPY to be on unemployment.  Saying “I make more

money NOW than when i was working!”  And its true, Thanks to the VERY GENEROUS governmental

UE supplement!!  (Tho Some states have done away w that now).   Also... many r HAPPY to wear

the rag (ive heard several accounts from women on “oh it’s GREAT I don’t have to put on makeup”  

(Really?)   But Both those examples are just a form of LAZINESS!!   one woman business owner i

know was like oh i miss the lockdown, i was doing whatever i wanted, etc.....or its great im getting

to spend more time w my family,  ive heard this!   So....these people were actually HAPPIER!!  So

..... there u go, lock downs are a wet dream come true for lazy ass people.  Im not saying all people

but there are maybe more than we think.    And thats contributing greatly to the problem.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

bee70578

mrrobb

Surely we are in zombie world now. It's not the lesh-eating movie characters but the gullible

believers serving slow poisons to us via processed foods and untested meds. I heard someone on

BBC World Service, celebrating, 'the original  person who Rrst took the fully-tested covid vaccine'
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, this morning.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

mrrobb

Its interesting how  billions of mindless idiots are crawling around wearin so,me stupid mask or

rag...thinking(?) this is supposed to protect them from some SUPPOSED virus....well if you can

smell anything while wearing a mask.than its is NOT WORKING!!!!!!!!  ROFLMAO....  I can't beleive

 how really STUPID  people are...if your that Fkng stupid than maybe  deserve to DIE  !!!

People line up to get a FREE a   Vaccine......some get a doughnut or pop or lotto

ticket...so........duhhhh.......jumping off a busy  overpass is free too..and that way ya won't EVER get

covid 19 or delta 1.6.67njhdkdhd7735533 or any other dreaded disease......or have to pay any

taxes....or put up the  Governmet of TV  news  Bullsh!t.......Rckle idiots!!

Or.........we could all sit around a camp Rre and roast marshmallows and tell spook stories..  Hey

Lets all watch this ........>>>  

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

dude01

Offering four year scholarships as vaccination lotto incentive along with free dispensary cannabis

joints is almost laughable.  The carrots that are being waved in front of the naive and propagandized

keep getting more ridiculous as this game plays out.

Posted On 06/23/2021
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mihail

That should give you a hint about the state of mind of the naive and propagandized. Some of them

have tried to persuade me to take the shot for my own good. I’ve been polite to them. Now if you

were a master of propaganda, what would you say to them, to help them wake up. Hint: it’s got to

be in two words, they have no patience for lectures.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

juststeve

You are absolutely right, but Rrst, Legacy Media this morning, * 96 to 97% of doctors have had the

jab. * Be afraid, be very afraid. If the after affects of this potion are remotely as bad as they are

expected to be, how many doctors will there be left in the aftermath? The talking heads are

bemoaning how many nurses and staff are refusing the JAB'S while giving superRcial coverage as

to why they may be "anti-vaxxer's." The untrustworthy institutions show who they are by resorting to

bribes and when they offer free weed on one hand yet wring their hands as to how dangerous weed

is shows how used they have become to  speaking with a forked tongue. Too many don't even

notice. The push is on to bypass using the government as a shield and scapegoat to use direct

monopoly corporate dictates to force an ever growing segment of the population to submit to the

JAB'S.

Here they are resorting to harassing on the phone and knocking on doors to "do the right thing." All

these and more just keeps adding to Doc's many accurate predictions. Hunker down and search

out those things keeping you, me, us, independent. It's not time to panic, and don't take on too

much as to be ineffective in your efforts. If you can Rnd like minds, disconnect from the Digital

Peeping Toms & their ever increasing Empires of Madness.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

debgessell
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And no one wonders if this coercion is legal

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

therealjones

In Ohio they are promoting Vax-a-Million, where a few newly vaccinated  people will win a million

dollars, as well as winning college scholarships. Its working, as many thousands of new

vaccinations are being administered. Anyone living in Ohio should contact your State reps, and

urge them to vote yes on House Bill 248.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

jamNjim

They know they won't be around to receive a scholarship after getting the jab. They buy your vote

today and kill you tomorrow.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

dude01

mihail - my two words:  'Remain vigilant'  or  'Stay focused'        Yours?

Steve - as you say, Rnding like minds is important.  Eric Clapton somewhat alluded to that in

yesterday's interview. Funny, weed was illegal a few years ago (still is in some states). Now it's

used as bait in a trap.  They skipped the animal trials. Now the weed is the cheese in the mouse

trap. And humanity has become the mice, or lab rats as some say.

debgessell - it's so illegal that Stevie Wonder could see it.
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real jones - in the 50's inner city blacks had a game referred to as "policy". It was basically the

same thing as the lotto. People would pick numbers for the day. If they got the right ones, a cash

reward was waiting for them. The  guys who ran these policy games had to ly under the radar,

because gambling was illegal. When the government saw it was a money maker (just like weed)

they  legalized it.  Poison, in the form of a jab,  is the prize that everybody wins.

jamNjim - Good point!  They won't be around to enjoy the scholarship. Your comment is a good

addendum to  jones's reply above.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lin3741

Agree thereal.....Didn’t they ever hear the phrase “There’s no such thing as a free lunch.”??    And on

that note, VERY LOUD ALARM BELLS shd be going off in our heads that we are now getting

“HEALTH ADVICE” over the PA system of our GROCERY STORES!   Sorry but I don’t take medical

advice or get treatments from the same place i buy ICE CREAM.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

pjmauigirl

I like this one:  Injection sites at MacDonald's with a free happy meal.  A real thing.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

mihail

I don’t know my friend, what can I say to someone who encourages me to make the same grave
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irreversible mistake that he has made? Isn’t it too late and outright cruel to explain?

Your suggestions are good between you and me but they would probably mean “watch the tv more

carefully” to them. “I’m afraid” is what I usually say.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

cloudedtitles

We need to stand fast against propaganda. If you need assistance in furthering your critical thinking

skills, you may want to tune into City Spotlight - Special Edition on Friday, June 25, 2021 at 6:05 p.m.

Eastern Time and listen to the interview co-host R.J. Malloy (a retired attorney and former law clerk to

a US District Court Judge) and I conducted with Mark Crispin Miller on what he teaches his students at

NYU and why critical thinking is so important in this day and age, especially with all of the efforts by

Big Tech, Big Pharma and the various governments and WHO to depopulate the world.  Does that

sound too far-fetched?  Tune in on Friday evening and decide for yourself!  (The program repeats on

the following Monday at 2:05 p.m.)

The vaccine IS the "kill switch".  The spike protein IS the toxin.  The vaccine IS NOT a vaccine ... it's a

human experiment similar to what Dr. Josef Mengele conducted on the Jews in the concentration

camps in WWII.  Dr. Anthony Fauci is our modern day Mengele.  He is the ass-hat Rgurehead for which

totalitarian control is slowly creeping into our lives.  He deserves no less than a Nuremberg-style trial,

along with his CDC and EcoHealth Alliance cronies.  I wish this was nothing more than a very

dangerous nightmare, but I have lost friends and acquaintances to the jab.  We must stand fast against

these tyrants and resist them at every turn.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Cloud...I wish I had your belief of those who need to be held accountable will be. What will be done

with Fauci? He has been entrenched 40 plus years. Art best he fades away and is still paid a nice
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pension funded by we the people. All we hear is how corrupt and how terrible these mongers are

yet they are never held to account.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

brodiebrock12

At best

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

rrealrose

its ALL PROPOGANDA! And it has been for years. The US population has rising health costs from

decreased to poor industrialized food quality, polluted water, lousy air, AG chemicals drenching

outdoor environments, combined factors creating known cancer zones. Now obesity (from missing

nutrients) and diabetes are running rampant. High BP and CVD starting earlier, now also prevalent

in younger generations. Doubt this was by default, rather by plan. Henry Kissinger had picked up

the eugenics concept back in mid-70's, and no one seems to have been paying close attention.

Loads of time for converts to slowly and systematically destroy human health while proRting,

especially vaccine makers working with zero liability. Considered reasons why GMO food is not

being labelled? if we die earlier, then overriding de-pop campaign will succeed faster.

Therefore most comparisons to vaxxed vs unvaxxed are fairly useless. Its individual health status

and whether or not these people have recovered from covid! NEVER hear that from mainstream.

Some hospital covid wards reportedly may now house mostly vaccinated people, as these shots

don't particularly work. Entire episode shows a lack of common sense beyond belief, adding fear

on top of poor health status that already rules the majority of Americans.

Posted On 06/23/2021
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Watsonandco

cloudedtitles, you are not wrong but unless we, the people who have opened our eyes, start to

follow OUR agenda then all will be lost. We MUST stop following theirs, commenting on their every

stupidity. That is neither helpful nor productive. We must focus on the agenda of resistance, how

we can disrupt them. How we can stop them. They, none of them, will ever see the inside of a

courtroom never mind a jail but that does not matter. What matters is, we win. And we can only do

that by focusing on our agenda. And that agenda is to, in the Rrst instance, disrupt their timetable

in every way we can. Time is our friend. It is their enemy.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Almond

Lies.  Smoke and mirrors.  Double-speak.  Propaganda. I have been reading the headlines.  The daily

news just gets weirder and more bizarre.  Even with a lot of drugs, I still doubt I could make much of

this stuff up.  Reality is so much stranger than Rction.  I am wondering... are there any normal people

left?  How long, if ever, before people get their sh-- together again? The most immoral aspect of

mandates and contemporary brainwashing is what is being done to children.  I gotta ask, "Where are

the parents?  Why no mama bears?  Don't you love your children?"  It seems there are an awful lot of

people walking around who have had all common sense and intuition for survival bred out of them.

They lack the critical thinking skill God gave a carrot.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

mihail

I’m with you about the kids. Here are some mama bears and one especially that I enjoyed in the

video: www.lewrockwell.com/2021/06/no_author/how-an-army-of-pissed-off-moms-a..
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

mihail

PS   I know it’ a different cause but Rghters we need, we need to push back on all fronts.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

balhawk

Bear in mind that despite this onslaught of utter BS, not even 60% of Americans have gotten the

jabs, and the curve is leveling off.  There have to be 10% who will ultimately regret it.   Poisoning

your believers is a rather unsustainable approach.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

eileenruth

Hello Almond from Switzerland, No worries Almond, we Mama Bears are out there, thriving and not

believing a word of the lies and hogwash the Mass Media continue to spew out each and every day!

My two adult children are on the same page as I; we are all against the shots, and my daughter and

I have not worn masks anywhere since February of 2021. We sure stick out, but I raised my two

kids to always question authority and to think rationally. At the moment, we are all ba|ed at the

sheer number of sheeple around us, friend and family alike! It is truly frightening in a way, but we

try not to let the news upset us or get in the way of us living our best life...my kids were raised

without a TV, so perhaps that is one of the reasons they think for themselves. They have no time

for such drivel!

Common sense is what both of my children have in spades and I feel so lucky...my immediate

family in Canada though are all lost causes  (some of them are doctors) when it comes to speaking
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against the common narrative. It is sad really and intriguing, as we are from the same household

and parents...I continue to be ba|ed in some way every day. I stopped reading the news online

years ago and still don't own a TV ..I am certain I haven''t missed much! The BBC makes me want

to vomit..it used to be a respectful place to get some information, but now only shells out garbage!

The sheer volume is breathtaking! Thanks to all who comment on Dr. Mercola's' articles..it is so

heartwarming to know that there are others out there who feel the same as my family does. Thank

goodness for all of you!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Marago

Almond I’m in the U.S. and know plenty of mama bear-heroes actively involved with their children,

their friends, and school protocols and curriculum.  They are speaking out with a shout!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Almond

tillthen... Yes, you are quite accurate about Missy Biden galivanting around the country wanting to

get us all shot up.

balhawk and all... The numbers may be 50%, but I'd also like to see the statistics on how many have

buyer's remorse.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

njlady

"Where are the parents?  Why no mama bears?  Don't you love your children?" ..They are on the
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beach slapping pints of Coppertone on their babies..I see it all the time..brainwashing at it's worst!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

adulavitzhotmail.com

It's not just kids that are losing their critical thinking skills. My father in law who was a Rghter pilot

in Vietnam and a guy who I always thought "Got It" has fully succumbed to the covid propaganda.

As someone who spent his youth Rghting communists I thought that he of all persons would see

what we are up against. I always thought age brought wisdom. I'm not sure what happened here.

The people on the television have overcome rational thinking. The want my wife and I to be masked

in their presence because we are unvaccinated and present a threat to their health and they think

I'm the crazy person. I want to say "Then why did you get vaccinated?" It's like speaking to a brick

wall.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Everything the World Health Organization is saying and has said is turning out to be TOTAL BS.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

jamNjim

It's all Chinese propaganda.

Posted On 06/23/2021
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rrealrose

And while the world is being distracted with "virus theory" China recovered extremely fast. They are

travelling in space, with their own space -station (most likely to combat the thought of Elon's 50

(spy) satellites orbiting and surveilling entire earth. Instead we get non-stop series of lockdowns,

Fauci's vaccn program spitting out a lot more variants; China's CCP has been threatening Taiwan

with air force lyovers and naval vessels anchoring next to their Rshing leets (mmm we want more

Rsh!); running roughshod over their promises to allow Hong Kong some semblance of democracy

(shutting down free press); and torturing to potentially decimate their largest, western Muslim

minority population:

news.yahoo.com/uyghurs-why-china-being-accused-132306749.html?guccount..  -

Why worry? China is showing aggressive behavior on every border. What country(ies) will be next?

Biden AND the US Congress appear asleep at the wheel. CRT,, Critical Race Theory, yet another

shiny distraction to keep entire US from forced-learning Mandarin in the next ten years. Balance of

Power: Give an inch, China will take a mile.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

This "pandemic" is the biggest lie since the great ventriloquist spoke to Eve in the garden of Eden.

WHO is part of the fraud. WHO is part of the UN. www.jw.org/.../search .

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lin3741

Yes realrose China is a scary place and we never hear ANYTHING about it.   And They are gobbling

up, literally BUYING, OUR media outlets now bc here in the US big business (and big daddy
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government) is always so willing to sell their country, its citizens, and our very Constitution right

down the Mississippi if they get enough BILLIONS.  we hear nothing about it.   Meanwhile They

have their citizens, not just on lock downs, but in CAMPS, isolation camps, away from family,

friends, jobs, everything and getting daily or greater PCR tests, and even anal swabbing tests until

you test to THEIR satisfaction, and who knows if they’re even truthful w that.  We Don’t even know

if these people will ever be set free.  Again, you hear NOTHING.  China is slowly buying up this

country w their bribes, and those we depended on to protect us (again, government, big media, big

biz) are selling us out.   So u were right, mandatory Mandarin in the classrooms, and soon, would

not shock me in the least.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Almond

adula...

What next?  First face masks?  Then burkas?

Muzzled.  

Of course, I am speaking metaphorically.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

Yeah. Lots of us in America--especially the midwest--laugh at Fauci and the WHO. 4 out of 5 Americans

no longer believe the celebrity quack. If Biden keeps him it will only discredit the Executive branch

more. Biden's calls for a "Green" Lockdown recently have not made us more agreeable or frightened.

We're angry, but also amused at how stupid our domestic enemies (the parasites supposedly running

our country) display themselves to be. Organize locally. Block the stupid at the state and local level. If

that won't work, move. America is no more. Not the country I grew up in. I keep reading the articles
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about the "waves of death" but no one believes the Ministry of Truth anymore. Our real fear should be

the "vaccinated" dying between September and Christmas this year. Any real variant should be called

the Vax Variant. Not Delta or Indian.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Cadville2

I am in Canada, and we are still under incredible restrictions here. My husband is American born,

and he just returned home from working in the USA for 6 weeks. He was telling me that it was

awesome. No masking mandates, etc.  I agree… I am also worried about this fall - when the vaxxed

are going to dying from what should have been a cold…

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Jharris2020

Could not have said it better. That will be the real killer, the slow kill shot that IS the gene therapy

they're calling a vaccine. Interestingly, PRzer Rled their product with the SEC as gene therapy so will

sometime explain why everyone is calling this a vaccine? It is NOT a vaccine. Vaccines take a

weakened piece of a virus, introduce it to your innate immune system which then builds a defense.

This gene therapy creates the spike protein, that is, instructs your DNA to do so, with no OFF

switch. Just the idea of that level of arrogance is astounding! This is all about population control

and the blame will be on the fake virus that is not a virus, given its never been isolated, and the

inducement of fear is the classical pit one group against another: vaccinated vs unvaccinated, all

the while, the most so called Covid-19 cases are now coming from those getting the kill shots.

Sickening.

Posted On 06/23/2021
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lin3741

Yes cad but they will never blame it on the jab, they will just use it to create even more fear and

more excuses to GET the jab.  That’s the cycle we r facing.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

tallulah3

The devil comes to steal, kill and destroy. I believe that this whole thing, Covid, lockdowns, masks and

death jabs are of Satan and the people that are in charge promoting all of this are satanists. It’s

completely evil and they won’t get away with it forever. The people that are so happy to get the death

jab will happily take the mark of the beast too.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Lakhana13

This is what I have been thinking the whole time as we humans could not have planned such

details.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Woodcarver

It has nothing to do with Satan.  I am afraid human beings are orchestrating this.  Humans can

reach the sublime or the opposite, the depths of evil all by themselves.   Greed is a form of fear, the

fear of never having enough or being enough.  All the deadly sins are just forms of fear.  Kill Gates

is afraid, very afraid and therefore he wants total control.  Little Fauci is afraid of being found out

for the fraud he has been all his life, and this keeps him evil as he never wants to be found out.  It is
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the same for all the others who are perpetuating this fraud.  Some are in on it, and some are just

puppets, but their fear keeps them mongering more fear on the people.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lin3741

Woodcarver, i also think it’s their fear of DEATH, especially the fact they won’t be able to take all

their dirty money with them.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Glastian

tallula3, absolutely agree with your comments. The INHUMANE deaths and injuries are being

imposed by non-humans, in my opinion. The obvious conclusion must be that the perpetrators of

this misery are REPTILES, devoid of normal mammal traits such as loving care and attention. We

are indeed living in the book of Revelation.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

chris2244

The delta 'variant' has 3 mutations, 2 of which are in the ACE2 receptor binding domain, which is the

Rrst step of 'infection'. The mutation E484Q looses one negative charge, the L452R adds one positive

charge, thus the net charge difference between the old covid and 'delta covid' is zero. That makes

NOTHING to any 'great changes' in 'ebciency' of infection. All is a total crap which should be

PROSECUTED NOW! WHat is going on with Fauci?? Are the letters not enough to prosecute???
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

dude01

Hi Chris, I heard this statement the other day: "You have a better chance of escaping a prison

sentence if you are rich and guilty, than if you are poor and innocent".  Perhaps that's why Fauci

hasn't been touched so far. He's a front man for Pharma and the globalists.  Another reason he's

not prosecuted  is probably the same reason Clinton, the phony prince, Ghislaine Maxwell, Gates,

and other big wheel$ have not been prosecuted in the Epstein Case (yet to be opened).  They can

stall until the cows come home on these investigations. But as far as the vaccines go,  you better

get it by yesterday. At least that's the tone being set by the MSM.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Elleanee

Just like Hillary, Podesta, Abedin, Hunter Biden, et. al., Fauci will go on and on without being

removed or prosecuted. When will we wake up and realize that they don’t take down their own.

They’re just not hiding their criminality anymore as the sheeple population is so asleep, it doesn’t

make a lick of difference. And to those who are awake, they launt their power.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

cvet10

Covid 19 is BS and hogwash. The only things that are different between this year and 2018 are the

"vaccines" and the people stupid enough to take them and children lured by free donuts and ice cream

to the "vaccines". There is no deadly pandemic, and I heard in some places that population last year

either stayed the same as in 2019 or increased.  There is no natural phenomenon killing us in great

numbers, just the experimental gene therapy  "vaccines."
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Ronald_H

Regarding: "Variants are unlikely to pose signiRcantly differing risk to people with natural immunity

compared to the original, as resistance is primarily based on your T cells, which have been shown to

recognize and attack variants" My innate immune system is so effective that I haven't had a cold nor lu

nor infection in a cut or tooth implant without taking any antibiotics or drugs.  Live healthy.  As much as

I'm into a full spectrum of preparedness, living healthy is the best preparedness or all else becomes a

moot point.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

stoneharbor

Right on, Ronald! Thanks for taking this step to return the discussion to prevention, the main job of

the immune system. Dr. Mercola is always good at emphasizing our immune systems.  Of course if

the CDC and WHO had been talking immune system importance from the beginning this whole

Panic would have disappeared in a few months as people could have been working on fortifying

their health with better natural immunity from 16 months ago. But now the entire world population

has been embroiled in discussions of virus variants and other threats, to the total ignorance of

native immunity. I commend you for being one of those who knows what's really important and

brings us back to what is really all that we need to focus on. Thank you!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lin3741

The two dirtiest words in the dictionary, according to the World Heath Organization:   NATURAL
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IMMUNITY

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

wendyb.

This article states, “More importantly, a June 11, 2021, PHE report7 shows that as a hospital patient,

you are six times more likely to die of the COVID Delta variant if you are fully vaccinated, than if you are

not vaccinated at all.”. I Rnally found the #7 reference and it seems to show that of 42 deaths from

Delta, 23 were unvaccinated and 17 were vaccinated.  That’s on page 15.  That seems to suggest that

more died who were unvaccinated.  Did I miss or misunderstand something?

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

LisaLis

That’s a good question, but I think the answer is in what qualiRes as “vaccinated, or rather

“received experimental gene therapy.” Among the unvaccinated I believe they were including those

who had received one dose. I’m sorry you got downvoted for asking a question; I wish both sides of

this debate would listen to each other rather than just attacking all the time—it would give more

credibility to the critical thinkers/questioners.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

collard444leaf

Could you please post a link?  I’ve been searching and cannot locate the document with that date

or number of pages.  Thank you.
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lga7761

Yeah, I’m struggling to understand this too. It does suggest that more died who were unvaccinated!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

ymiranthis

Wendyb., if you will read the three short paragraphs below the statement you quoted, the basis for

the statement is explained. Look at percentages rather than number of patients. I would like to toss

a question out to the community. Please excuse my ignorance. Are these so-called variants simply

versions of the original circulating SARS-CoV-2, or are they carrying versions of "shed and spread"

vax spike protein which research shows is manipulated and far more dangerous? I suspect the

latter because young people who can so easily shake off SARS-CoV-2 are being seriously sickened

by the so-called variants.

Quite possibly SARS-CoV-2 would fade into the background, become less and less virulent, and

become a typical low-mortality seasonal virus, if the vaccination program was not keeping it alive.

We have no idea for how long a vaccinated person will continue to produce (and shed!) the

manipulated spike protein. And if Big Pharma is allowed to push booster shots at everyone ad

inRnitum (at no charge, right? because they are philanthropists and saviors, right?), we may never

escape the "pandemic". In a sane, pre-COVID world, SARS-CoV-2 would have had its season and it

would have been allowed to subside into the tapestry of the earth's virome, no more harmful than

seasonal lu.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

mrsb1959
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Hi Wendy, my understanding of the Rgures in this article is that the numbers of deaths in the

19,573 hospitalized unvaccinated patients was 23, whilst the number of deaths in the 13,633

hospitalized vaccinated was 19. Whilst just looking at the numbers as a whole in actual deaths, it

does logically appear that more non vaccinated died than unvaccinated, but when you look at the

percentage of deaths in relation to the number of people:- 19,573 unvaccinated compared to

13,633 vaccinated, then, percentage wise,  those vaccinated did have a higher proportion of

deaths, if you get what I mean!! I may not have explained myself very well, and may have

misunderstood it myself, and I'm sure there are some much cleverer people than me on here who

could do a better job, but hope my efforts help.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Lakhana13

The REAL question is can one really trust anyone or any "report" that comes out? I for one, do not

trust anyone or any report about this scam.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

wakeupSleep

wendyb you are correct with the base number but you also have to take into consideration the total

quantity that is used to base these numbers off of. so according to the report it was based off of

33206 count in which 19573 were un-'vaccinated' and having a count of 23 deaths.

per page 15 - 19573 total counted to have delta - with 23 (23/19573 = .001175 or .1175%)

now we deduct the 'unvaccinated' from the partial/fully vaccinated and come up with a quantity

value of 13633 and get:

33206 - 19573 = 13633 - with 19 (19/13633 = .001393 or .1393%)
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So per the article, if true, the percentage values show a different story where the 'unvaccinated'

have a .1175% while vaccinated have .1393%

so you could use this percentage to make 'guesstimates'. So using the population of 19573

('unvaccinated) times .001175 we get 22.998 and the same applies with the other group. But if we

took the .1393% and applied it to a quantity count of 19573 we'd get 27.2651 meaning going based

on percentage counts that value that 'could' be expected for vaccinated would be roughly 27 if the

count were match the count of the unvaccinated.

but as others have said, this is a way of manipulating data. i'm no statistician and i didn't perfrom

some ANOVA to verify if my implications are correct, but this is a way that you could look at the

data and how it shows that the 'vaccinated' do show a higher level of issues compared to

unvaccinated.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

mushyp3a

I am guessing it is as a percentage of those who were hospitalized that were vaccinated. So a

higher percentage of those hospitalized with Covid who had been fully vaccinated died then those

hospitalized who had not been vaccinated. I would like to see a few more variables here as

chances are those fully vaccinated were older and with health issues than those not vaccinated.

That aside, these vaccinations were "sold" on the premise that they would reduce your symptoms

and keep you out of hospital, especially for the elderly. This is clearly not happening as this is a

very high failure rate.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

deemark

Why does this mention the "variant" lie as being huge in the UK? Er, no. Nobody's even dying here and

the tests they're STILL using are not measuring any such thing. Come on...
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

How long before these creeps just honestly say what this is about?  Getting rid of 'excess' people for

their 'ideal' society? Well, the Lord is certainly spewing the fakes from his mouth, the US no longer

serves the purpose for which she was blessed of God in his economy taking out his word to the world

with the resultant consequential Christian liberty rather than 'dropping a little democracy' on the world

for the occulted elites, how could anything but further delusion & justiRcation for evil followed by

reception of that coming mangod of sin & judgment be expected? All is vomit & deRlement, anything

pure draws the attention of those obsessed with deRling it, & truth is sold cheap & has fallen in our

streets.  Come soon, Lord Jesus.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

fyldeherbman

Great article, as usual! Here is a good summary of delta variant www.youtube.com/watch  or

thefatemperor.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Delta-or-Indian-Variant-S..  Keep the faith - Distrust

the government, avoid mass media, Rght the lies!! Best Wishes, Peter

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

balhawk

This entire agenda is driven by fear, so let's keep our courage.   Healthy people who know how to deal

with viruses have nothing to fear from any variants.  I suspect this may even be the worst they can do.  

After all, smallpox proved a paper tiger when confronted by sanitation and improved nutrition.   The
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legitimate matter of concern is how governments and the ignorant will twist this, and attempt to

arm-twist us.   We must keep our faith and courage, and be willing to deal with whatever

inconveniences.  To me, there is only one viable choice.   On the other hand, it also give me hope that

enough of the people who get very ill after having gotten the jabs they were assured would protect

them come to realize they were conned, and "the science" they heard about from the mainstream

media was a load of hogwash.  That, and the inherent unsustainability of poisoning one's true

believers.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

katndognco

However no agency, government or media, will ever take responsibility. They’ll create another false

virus or bacteria to take the blame for the ill effects of the jab. Zero accountability is their creed.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

mrrobb

Yes  keep them "Panic Buttons' pressed....keep the Fear and Panic  going full blast..... YES.keep

millions freaked out and panic-stricken.... But Take a DEEP Breath......breath in.........breath

out........breath in...... Now........5G  will now S L O W L Y  cook everyone on earth...

www.electrosmogprevention.org/public-health-alert/health-alerts-5g-sma..

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

SvetushainZion

Hi mrrobb,  we better train our superpowers to get these murdering clowns of this wonderous

planet! Let's blaaaaaast them with light!!!
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

premiademar14

I use pine needle tea and pine bark tablets, also some charcoal and clay. Also some homeopathic

remedies. what will be , will be, we all have to exit this world. The problem is that I would like to exit

with dignity not with a bio weapon.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

wakeupSleep

Hi premiademar, where do you get the pine bark tablets as i heard that these have suriname?

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

b.f54928

bernz51! Folks,  remember, we are not the vaccine hesitant,  we the "vaccine intelligent".  We know the

truth and we will not swallow their trash jab!  :)

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Jharris2020

Vaccines are not necessary, that is, unless you want sick patients as a way to generate business

for insurance companies, hospitals, patent owners, Parma companies, et all.
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Years have been spent spewing propaganda via all kinds of media,( movies, news, etc.), on vaccine

lies until there are people who look at them like they are a religion. All the while, those very

vaccines are produced by felons! Every company producing them have paid billions in Rnes. I do

that? I'm in jail. PRzer does it, they pay the cost of doing business and admit no wrong doing. Just

when did a criminal get to tell the law they admit no wrong doing and pay a Rne? When you're a

multi national powerful company and you have the lawmakers in your pocket, that's when. So when

do WE wake up and demand laws that jail and shut down there companies?

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

davidle

All of these so called experts have lost credibility and trust.  I don't believe any thing they say.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lin3741

It’s true .... can’t they see we are simply starting to LAUGH at them?  I mean exactly how stupid do

they think people are?  Ok, some are blind, but like you said, come on it’s to the point of

ridiculousness.   We all know Harris gets rotten tomatoes thrown at her every place she goes as it

is!  So they’re sending mrs. Bidelbum out there now. Ha!  Which one of them out-clowns the next is

beyond me.   Such a joke

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

forbiddenhealing
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Dr. Yeadon makes a great point...Early on it was found that only about a third of those infected develop

antibodies...I didn't! Now antibodies has become proof-positive of immunity and being vaxxed. This

delta variant is likely a cover for vaxxxine side effects...

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

My guess. And they think we're all too dumb to make the connection. Hence the extreme push for

getting a needle in every arm IMMEDIATELY. Can't have an already suspicious public putting two

and two together.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Exactly my thoughts early on on cover for the expected injection aftermath...

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

jamNjim

Spot on Forbidden!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

rrealrose
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FH - Look up the new T-cell immunity tests. Not many are aware of this new testing.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

katndognco

Apologies… I’m double dipping today : )  If the powers that be murder the sheep then all that’s left is us

rebels, free thinkers, critical thinkers. Is it us they want to surround themselves with? Us they want to

repopulate the planet? That’s the picture I see. They’re culling the herd to remove the weak which

means they already know their big pharma and big ag will collapse along with the sheep. Maybe all this

chaos isn’t as bad as it appears?? What are your thoughts on this idea?

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

jamNjim

I think they are killing off everyone that doesn't contribute. Everyone on disability or social security

is the target. The majority of the people dying after the jab live in nursing homes and/or are over

75.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

katndognco

JimNjam, Yes, they were the Rrst wave of annihilation but the younger folks who’ve taken the jab

and allowed their children to also, their wave of death hasn’t started quite yet. If what we’ve read is

true terrible neurological decline will show in the next year or two plus their children may develop

heart disease and severe reproductive decline. Those issues may create the second wave. Or

perhaps the above is the third wave bc vaccine injury and death are doing their work now but is

kept on the down low by presenting conlicting Rgures and mixed data.
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

cat6071

Wow!  I said this same thing  last summer!  Do you think enough sheople will pass on quickly

enough and that they blame the jab? Then it Rnally stops?  It really boggled my mind when I saw

how many of my friends and acquaintances just got it!  Are we all rebels on this site?    Have all of

us been like that since childhood? I know that I have!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

katndognco

Cat6071, Born a rebel lol My family was aghast that I thought differently, questioning them

constantly, including teachers and principals. I was expected to lockstep with the rest yet I

managed to wiggle free. I read 1984 in 1975, 9th or 10th grade. I’ve waited and watched, now here

it is. Rage Against the Machine F-you I won’t do what you tell me-I choose freedom which doesn’t

mean I don’t join or follow but it means I take strides to consciously choose rather than blindly

follow though that too is convenient. They won’t be blamed for negative jab affects. They’ll create a

new “___” to be the cause of the trauma. They’ve got plausible deniability down to an art, but most

speciRcally a science.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

jamNjim

Cat6071, obviously , no one is looking at the numbers or this would have been pointed out back in

January when we had the largest surge of Covid-19 infections and deaths less than 3 weeks after
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they started vaccinating everyone. If you recall, it was the ELDERLY they targeted! Anyone who has

been in medicine and has any experience under their belt knows that vaccines are basically

ineffective for the elderly population. Vaccinating anyone over age 75 with this mRNA vaccine

should be classiRed as attempted murder. What's even more profound is the elderly women who

are dying from this. Most of the ones that died had only one underlying condition and that was

their AGE! Most of them weren't even taking any medications. I'm looking at the VAERS website

when I'm saying this.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Good_Hands

Cat, not a born rebel, but I'm deRnitely the black sheep of the family who does his own thing. I've

allowed myself to blend in when there wasn't much at stake, but I've always been good at saying

"your BS doesn't make sense to me, I'll do it my way, thanks." I think for myself, and I throw it back

at people when the need arises. I live in an EXTREMELY blue state, and the time appears to be

approaching when I'll have to stand up and kick some ***. Vaccine is being mandated for work, and

though exemptions are allowed, if I Rle an exemption I may have to continue wearing a mask,

which I WILL NOT #^*&$%!!!! DO. I pity the fool who tells me I'm being selRsh and I should just get

jabbed, because I'm loaded for bear and ready to go a few rounds. I actually ditched most of my

friends on social media, for two reasons. One, I didn't want to risk unloading on them and losing

them for good, if at all possible. And two, they were all virtue posting about how they dutifully got

jabbed, and I couldn't stand to watch as their health subsequently falls apart. It's just a matter of

time.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Glastian

Hi katndogco. My analogy of the present situation is that it can be likened to the game of

Monopoly whereby there is only one winner taking all, the losers left with nothing. The present-day
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obscene trillionaires are in the process of hi-jacking what’s left of the planet’s resources exclusively

for themselves, with whatever population they deign to survive being their zombie slaves. If we let

them.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

tallulah3

Cat I have always been a rebel. Not like any of my friends

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

cam7371

Some interesting thoughts. I get the feeling that those in power are getting very frustrated that

there are so many not taking these vaccines. I don’t rule anything out when it comes to politicians

and anybody who is proRting from this. So if this turns ugly for those vaccinated in the coming

months, I am getting this feeling that these people will Rnd some way to blame those not

vaccinated. It is what they are doing on 24/7 news networks. It’s a nightmare! I do not wish any

harm to anybody. My daughter took the vaccine because she felt pushed to do so. I’m concerned

for her health.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

You could well be correct. The sheep are useless eaters in terms of maintaining the technology.
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Astonished

It was an existential decision from the beginning: Do you want to live in a world like this, even if this

was the Black Plague? By March, 2020, the hoax was clear. However, the multiple forms of poisoning

the population produced symptoms (think of 5G, chemtrails, and military radars for which you cannot

even buy an instrument to measure the radiation). When you check SAERS, most of the deceased had

"preexisting conditions" by the time of their untimely departure. (Well, lots of entries simply disappear

from SAERS, too.) I am wondering how many of these preexisting conditions were due to the general

poisoning of the population... If you know what you want and it's greater than mere survival, you cannot

be intimidated or confused, because you keep your eyes on the target. I just hope, you mean well...

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Everything is about the general poisoning of the population.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

StandFastPats

Thank you Dr. M.  for Dr. Roger Hodkinson's video! Needless to say a video starting with "Don't believe

what you're being told.  It's a pack of lies from start to Rnish. It's intended to make you fearful and

compliant", totally got my attention.  Dr. H's credentials are immaculate.  He addresses all the concerns

we have and more.  Organize your "Notice of Liability" now in readiness for those who continue to try to

mandate the jab on you. Watch from start to Rnish. PS.  I looked up his name.  Every web page

associated with his name  VILIFY his right to speak out against the jab and closing down society as a

whole.  Dr. H. is obviously right!
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

candb53

I had tried to let my friends know what I had researched about this current" situation"..but most are

elderly or working families with kids and rely on their doctors..almost as if they are awe struck at their

doctors..and the news on media...ones telling all to get vaccinated!!..still not qualiRes as a vaccine!!

but only about a dozen of my friends here and where I moved from are NOT taking the shot..of the ones

who have..many have had bad reactions that they did not have before..one has died and his wifes

nurse told her that is was probably the 2 shots he took..of course, medical examiner said no autopsy

needed..natural causes..not reported to VAERS..one told her DR after I told her she needed to report

it..he just laughed and said it wasnt the shot!! our family had bad experiences years ago with 2 oldest

daughters and vaccinations..so the last 2 kids never got any vaccines and have been so very healthy

compared to the Rrst 2..so glad I read Dr. Mercola and other sites that tell the truth..sad for my

friends!!!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

maxxon

candb53, then you have done all you can do. I too tried to sound the alarm to all of my friends  and

extended family members yet some got the shot anyway.  I pray I am wrong about the mRNA

technology but after the article / video by the creator of it expressed his concerns it seems

inevitable that a huge amount of damage, immediate and future, is going to occur. I do believe it

was a biological warfare attack by the Chinese government and the democRAT communist party of

America.  The timing of it to immediately follow the previous 3.5 years of political harassment of

the president is way too obvious to be a coincidence.  Politics is a dirty business but this party is

 PURE  EVIL  TO  THE  CORE.

Posted On 06/23/2021
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allcurious

Look at www.naturalnews.com/.../covid-vaccines

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Almond

Outdoor worship service in Canada surveilled by overhead helicopters?!? The pastor arrested--again?

dailypatriotreport.com/watch-canadian-pastor-arrested-for-holding-outd..  Govt says not safe to stand

outdoors in the sunshine and UV light with good ventilation.  However, these same people can stand in

a supermarket line indoors and handle the produce. We need to see police start to stand down when

given such orders. Canada is lost.  Without the US, there is no free world. If you are not allowed to

control your own body, you have no rights.  This is the worst kind of slavery.  Not seen since the WWII

medical experiments.  Nothing else matters if you do not control your life and health.  It is the most

basic of rights.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

maxxon

Canada is lost until Trudeau, the globalist, is ousted. I have friends in the western provinces who

hate the guy, but like our East an West coasts he gets his support from the East side of Canada

where all the liberals live.  We can only hope he will be removed as  soon as possible.  Too bad they

can't not talk Harper into coming back.  He made Canada livable. Trudeau's old man was a terrible

liberal squatter.  The voters should have known the apple didn't fall far from the tree.

Posted On 06/23/2021
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allcurious

Politicians seem terriRed. Brian Pallister and Doug Ford for example But why? Are they Being

Threatened by a Public Health (Extermination) Bio Pharma Death Cartel,

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

moi70988

This is because the booster vaccine is due for rollout in October.  Got to frighten people into taking it.

 More fear tactics to sell booster shots.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lin3741

What MORON is going to now go out and get a “BOOSTER” for a JAB they got three months ago!  In

some ways it’s almost like well, if something happens to you then maybe, just MAYBE,  you kind of

asked for it!!!???   (Sorry!)

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

doggiemom

To fear means you have to believe with the government is telling you.  When I hear about a new variant,

my comment is "so they claim".  The CDC, WHO, FDA, etc have turned out to be so untrustworthy over

many decades, I don't have trust in much of what they say.   FDA approved gives me no peace of mind.

 Remember the morning sickness pill of the 50's and all the deformed babies.  And the list of things like

that is never ending.  IMO this new "variant" scare is just to try and push more people to take an
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experimental injection that has not been proven anything because it is still experimental.  Even if they

approve it for full use today, I still will not trust it.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

premiademar14

Lakhana13   We have to have a laugh, if not the exit pill looks good. Cheers.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Leahoz

Hi everyone, I want someone to show me the 'virus isolate', without this it is a 'story'. IE a lie.  I think all

politician's have overstepped their authority and are unRt to govern.  See this explanation....

www.bitchute.com/.../Ghb8RX4FVFhI

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

MoMac46

Leahoz- thanks for the link - that was really interesting. It buffered a bit but the content of whats

happening in Australia USA Canada UK was informative.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Astonished
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Forcing this bullshit on people irritates them and the thread is getting thinner and closer to snapping…

As Americans (soldiers and police) cannot really be used against Americans on a large scale, my

guess is that the Somalian and other trash “imports” are going to serve in the mercenary armies that

take over the job of the police, assisted by superior tech (as the monsters had half of the armed forced

“vaccinated,” they can remote-control their zombies, which will ultimately nullify the whole group,

although the zombies will be better-equipped). The police and, especially the sheriff’s department, are

going to be eliminated soon. In fact, policemen are already retiring and resigning in droves, because

they are criminally charged when they protect the people from the criminals released from prison to

serve only one purpose: wreak havoc… Remember, Rittenhouse killed two of his three attackers, but all

three were criminals… California released another 32k violent criminals six weeks ago and more are

coming…

Klaus Schwab announced it already last year and it seems everything is on schedule. The morons get

the Kill Shot and their spike protein and prion shedding poisons the rest of us… In the meanwhile, 5G,

chemtrails, disinfectants, the muzzled, and the injected with their death sentence are posing constant

lethal threats. There are a few temporary protections, but in the not-very-long run, we are all going to

be exterminated like rats or roaches…

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

stanleybecker

new variants . this is standard BULLSHIT from the predatory villains like Snake Junior....  what the

Zombies can't seem to understand is that these death shots are COMMERCIAL TRASH that they want

to inject into perfectly healthy human beings in order to make them SICK.... . this CONSPIRACY is both

MURDEROUS and INSANE .... Snake Junior considers himself to be a "cut above" ..  and the Snake

believes that his Right to Life is also his Right to Kill others....  and the Zombies adore him as their

Messiah .. but the Snake is the Angel of Death . this is NOT fantasy but the Snake's track record with

hundreds of thousands dead and paralysed after his interventions ...... but the Zombies LOVE to be

BRAIN DEAD as they wish to be assisted in their voluntary SUICIDE by the ministrations of the Snake ....

SUICIDE by the medium of the TV trance induced narcosis
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

mrrobb

Oh, Stanley!.......Take a deep breath....breath in......breath out........ Poor Mr Gates  can't help it if he

is one of the richest pedos on earth..But Stanley,  he has lots of backers that aid his plea for 'A

better World'  ...a life without the hundreds of millions of useless feeders and snivelling welfare

spongers and homeless and tax consumers...I mean  he has a point....but Poor Mr Snake..errrrr

 Gates has to contend with others pukes like the Bush's and Clinton's and the Rothschild's and the

Head-Pedo-Pope Francis and the Royal Gangs from UK and much of the world,  all these  just sit

back and watch Billie 'Dance for the Crowds'..... and Stanley.he is Dancing For YOU!!!!! LOL.. I 'll bet

this is one of Billie  favourite complex songs.he might even have most of the world Dancing to it

too.. Maybe your  dancing too.....  LOL www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

dungeonrat10

If this is all true, and our government obcials have conspired with "Big Tech"; the we have a choice.

 We can either submit to their tyrany and allow them to murder us; or we will have to Rght in what will

probably prove to be a very bloody revolutionary war.  At age 63; I for one have dibculty stomaching

either choice.  Somehow we have allowed the criminally insane to take over the world!  This is beyond

scary!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

balhawk

The third way is to simply make a stand for truth and opt out en masse.   Less than 60% of

Americans have gotten the jabs, despite their ready availability, a massive propaganda campaign,
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and even prizes!   There are more of us than we realize, and many wore who undoubtedly have

come to regret getting the jabs, so there may be more of us than there are true believers.   They're

just a lot louder, and get the press.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

katndognco

Fear is a choice-

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Retsbew

The amount of material I've read about Neil Ferguson indicates that he is a pathological liar and he's

caused all sorts of crazy government warnings over many years and he's still employed.  I wish that

these totally harmful people who are supported 100% by the rag newspapers, would be brought to

justice and sectioned to a psychiatric hospital or incarcerated.  

I've sent my time and date stamped evidence about the UK Daily Mail censorship to Dr. Reiner

Fuellmich's obce.  The website is at this URL:  Corona-ausschuss.de   A lot of the website is in English

and the page where you can submit attachments is in German.  But he says they're hoping to have it in

100% English.  I don't expect him personally to use my evidence, but I think it will be forwarded to the

appropriate branch of his team and they already have lawyers representing various countries, as many

of you know.  I used the German translator on the I/T to let them know that I would volunteer to help

them and also to explain the attachments.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Glastian
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Thanks for this retsbew. I too have sent bits and pieces to Reiner’s website, also a timely reminder

of Michael O’Bernicia’s court action against Hancock, Whitty, Vallance and FERGUSON. Anyone

know how this is progressing?

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Healthbuf

So these jabs are 'effective'? A few months ago you said, "COVID-19 “vaccines” do not impart immunity

or inhibit transmissibility of the disease. They only are designed to lessen your infection symptoms if

or when you get infected." What's the deal? These underhanded, manipulative ads and 'testamonies' to

coerce everyone to get it are absolutely obscene.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

veraromo

Today we met 2 girls from London, who left Great Britain in January,  and have been in Mexico since, to

escape lockdowns. They were young, in their 20's. We got to talking,  they don't have a vaccine yet, but

are getting one so life can get back to normal, they trust their government explicitly.  We kindly

explained adverse effects (heart inlammation,  death, life span 3-5 years, etc etc.)  I said,"..the right to

travel, go to events, pubs, breath fresh air,  go to grocery store,, etc, is a God given right. Its called

FREEDOM.  Oh, no said the girl, I disagree, thOSE ARE not  human rightS. (??????). ,I told them life

expectancy is 3-5 years after the jab, and there will be endless booster jabs, and lockdowns won't be

lifted. The girl said, well....then we will go party and go to pubs, clubs every night,, and use our time on

this earth...to have a good time., until we die. . They were adamant.  So, that is the mentality we r

dealing with. WTHell.

Posted On 06/23/2021
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mrrobb

Here, to break up the stories of tragedy  and catastrophic events of the world....https/.../watch

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

mittensmom

I try talking to everyone who ses the least bit open to an alternative to the establishment narrative, and

even some who aren't. I think I've convinced two or three people to not get the jab, and several more to

not get the boosters.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Watsonandco

mittensmom, well done! Keep going but, and I hate to be a party pooper, it is just as likely they are

smiling to your face while thinking, "Nut job!" But don't be discouraged. Keep going. I have, and I

have lost every single friend and most of my family. But, what is right is right. The monkey can only

understand the banana not calculus. Keep going!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Gunner1957

Sorry but that talk show hosts is out of her mind. The so called vaccinations do not work better than

expected, in fact they do not work at all. What did and still does work is therapeutic medicine like

ivermectin. Thanks to Dr's like Peter McCullough the pandemic was stopped cold by him and hundreds

of other like minded drs.
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Watsonandco

Gunner 1957, stopped cold? What was stopped cold? What planet are you on? Stop talking about

their agenda and focus on our agenda, the agenda to win. Our agenda. Stop reacting to nonsense

and start pro-acting to success. Whatever tripe they come up with regarding variants and other

nonsense is just that. Nonsense. Stop reacting to it! Be proactive. Think about what you can do to

educate your community, your family, your friends. Take the timetable away from the bad guys.

Every day we cause a delay is a day in our favour. Can you do that?

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

MyTVC15

There are many ways to Rght back against what's happening. The White Rose, a counter-propagandist

group from Nazi times, ironically, has now reformed and is on Telegram: t.me/.../jointhewhiterose

 http://www.peoplesrights.org  is about bringing like-minded people together in their communities for

the purpose of defending their rights when needed. (Ontario, Canada needs so many more!!) Try o|ine

strategies, such as inserting peoplesrights.org business cards into books, and then donating those

books to your neighborhood "little libraries". Print out and distribute information pages about the virus,

the jab, and where people can look for more information. Get some sidewalk chalk and take to the

streets with messages that make people think. Someone recently said that we, those who are awake,

must be the media now. It is up to us to come together and get the word out to as many people as

possible.

Speaking of that, Canadians are getting quite the wake-up call with this video:

www.cpac.ca/en/programs/covid-19-canada-responds/episodes/66396178/  . I sent this to everyone

who I thought would appreciate it. If they each send it to, say, 10 people, then it becomes thousands

very quickly. What I love about it is that it comes right from Parliament Hill, right from CPAC, and only
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TWO members of the press calling in with questions, because guess what? Yup, this press conference

was not published on mainstream media.

Send it out. Let people wonder why this is happening, and from an "obcial source" to boot. Include the

link to Dr. Robert Malone's video, where he describes in detail what happens when you get the shot, and

what could happen in the next 2 or 3 years. And don't forget to include the video of Kary Mullis, PCR

test inventor, who speciRcally states that the test was never meant to be used as a diagnostic tool.

THEN let them try to deny there is something going on!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

maxxon

I have watched them all and thankfully save them for safe keeping.  Thanks for bringing them up

here.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

cybersoul

THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity  

COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  

THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..

Posted On 06/23/2021
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mbo7441

I can't tell you how much I appreciate your research and honest commentary. Please keep it up,

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

ramrodd

Please post if vaccine ebcacy is not close to 95%

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

jamNjim

ramrodd, the world will never know because they never actually did a real ebcacy test. They only

checked for antibodies after vaccination. Having antibodies to the vaccine does not mean you will

have antibodies that will neutralize/kill the virus! This is a fact, not some conspiracy theory. They

have been trying to make a coronavirus vaccine since the 1950's!!! From the 50's all the way to the

early 2000's all attempts to make a coronavirus vaccine have failed miserably. Sars-Cov-1 of

2003/4 is a perfect example. They had a vaccine for this by 2005. When they tested it on ferrets

they had a strong antibody response. When they exposed these ferrets to the live virus they ALL

DIED! Another famous example was in the early 1960's. A respiratory infection called RSV was

going around and it mostly affect children. If gone untreated it could lead to pneumonia and death.

It was very transmittable. If one child in a classroom had it there was a good chance the entire

classroom would catch it. So they made a vaccine and SKIPPED the ANIMAL TRIALS! OMG! Over

80% of the children they tested this RSV vaccine on got sick with RSV and many of them died after

getting the infection. In both the RSV and SARS vaccines the problem was ADE (antibody

dependent enhancement). The antibodies your body created in response to the vaccine attaches to

the virus and instead of neutralizing the virus it ENHANCES the virus's ability to enter the cells! This

has been the case for EVERY coronavirus vaccine that has ever been created. Guess what? They

skipped the animal trials on this vaccine! I believe part of the reason for skipping this critical phase
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in testing is they can't isolate the virus. In order to infect your test subjects in a CONTROLLED lab

setting you have to isolate the virus and replicate it in cells. That was never done. Here's the

scariest part: This Sars-Cov-2 vaccine is a modiRed copy of the FAILED Sars-Cov-1 vaccine that

never got approved/licensed.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Normal heath ebcacy is  99.97% for Covid. And with Propolaxis appears to 100 times better. What

would that do to all the pension plans and pharma proRteering.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Almond

There was an earlier Mercola article on this.  Take time to look it up--or, maybe someone can

provide a link.  Statistics are being manipulated.  That 95% is not what most people would assume

it means in plain English.  By my estimation, the non-vaccine effectiveness is pretty close to the

margin of error.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

b.f54928

Responding to the person who asked about Colloidal Silver..  Yes,  it has to be no more than 10 parts

per million(particles must be very small to be effective).  Check  out  Advanced Silver  and Sovereign

Silver.  Read all the sites offer.  i've read the science elsewhere that said  there  is signiRcant microbial

destruction with no more than silver being 10 parts per million.   It is great stuff.  Blessings!
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bernz51

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lin3741

Ive been using for years. Its another NATURAL miracle healing agent as far as im concerned.  Be

cautious if you decide to injest but its a wonder.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Beta, Alpha, Delta oh myyy. Blah blah blah.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

katndognco

I don’t own a tv so I don’t watch the news but do catch a small snip here or there on the net. I live under

an umbrella that protects me from the fake news onslaught. Since I self protect for the last 11 years

when I do dip a toe it’s like kryptonite!! My energy depletes, I become angry, outraged, sad or fearful for

future generations; speciRcally my grandchildren. The blatant lies, deception, coercion is excruciating

to hear and watch. I’m labbergasted people choose to swallow a daily dose of this toxicity. *quick

story… I’ve not owned a tv most of my life. A coworker came to visit in 2001 and was stunned I didn’t

have or want a tv. She kept on about it. A day or two later she was at my door with tv in tow. She

insisted I had to have one lol The matrix is real-
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

jamNjim

I've all but quit watching the news. I don't watch any MSM. I stay up and watch Steve Hilton on Fox

News because he has been the only news anchor actively investigating the origin of the Sars-Cov-2

virus. He began investigating it back in May 2020. He was the only person on TV brave enough, at

the time, to question the origin of the virus and call BS on the Bat-to-Human" jumping. The fastest

way to disprove the Bat-to-Human theory is the fact that this virus won't reinfect a bat. In order to

jump from bats to humans it has to be able to infect and replicate in both humans and bats. He put

his career on the line for this and I respect anyone that will go against the current narrative.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

ecandidateyahoo.com

In Chicago in 1989 I lived without a TV and visitors to my apartment

would immediately ask why I didn't have a TV, as if my choice bewildered them.

Posted On 06/26/2021

 

alohadavelyahoo.com

uhhhh, given that the "delta strain" has been shown to be bullshit, kind of makes this article a bit

strange...

Posted On 06/23/2021
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jamNjim

Some details were left out that was covered in previous articles. As the virus mutates it typically

becomes more transmittable and LESS deadly. Many on this forum, including Dr. Mercola,

concluded that the vaccine has weakened the immune system to the point that these weaker

variants, that normally would have little to no symptoms, are now killing people. You'll never hear

that from the MSM/Fake News or our CDC or FDA. This just provides them with more reasons to do

lockdowns, closures, masks mandates, and vaccines. This effectively will keep this pandemic

going forever because the virus will continue mutating.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

SvetushainZion

Thank you Dr. Mercola! Let's not fear. Let's Love!!!! Here is an interesting read if you haven't read this

yet. Just so you know what the technocrats and pedophile murderers in the highest power positions

are up to. They will use their high technology ofcourse on everyone who wants to disrupt their plans!

Anybody has some technology to make these criminals disappear?????????? There must be

somebodyyyy!!! themadtruther.com/2021/05/28/the-cover-up-continues-the-truth-about-bi..  

At the WEF, Walker wrote an article in 2016 entitled “Healthcare in 2030: Goodbye Hospital, Hello

Home-spital,” in which she discusses how wearable devices, brain-machine interfaces, and

injectable/swallowable robotic “medicines” will be the norm by 2030. Years before COVID-19 and the

Great Reset–inspired efforts to change health care in just this way, Walker wrote that while the

dystopian scenario she was painting “sounds crazy . . . most of these technologies are either almost

ready for prime time, or in development.” Of course, a lot of those technologies took shape thanks to

the patronage of her former bosses, Jeffrey Epstein and Bill Gates. Here is the article on the website of

WEF www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/11/healthcare-in-2030-goodbye-hospital-hel..  GOODBYE

CRIMINALS!!! I would like to add...

Posted On 06/23/2021
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LuckyinSA

Thank you for the links.  Very informative.  I totally agree.  No fear, just love.  Better for ones overall

health.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Lakhana13

".....Anybody has some technology to make these criminals disappear?????????? ...." In all

seriousness, I believe Mr Smith, Mr Wesson, Mr Glock and many, many others have a very simple

technology that can make these demons disappear. I say this, not in jest, but in all seriousness

because I do not see any other "technology" that can be used because those IN a "judicial or

congressional or executive" technology are corrupt beyond repair. We have come to the point in

which NO attempts at rationale conversation, convincing or otherwise discussions will mend their

ways. Those behind the planned events have an agenda they will NEVER give up on and the only

remedy is for the world to "detoxify" them from the planet; eliminate them from the bowels of the

earth. Anyone believing otherwise is fooling themselves.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

balhawk

Their very own methods are doing in the zombies upon whose support their agenda depends.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

katndognco
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Lakhana13, I’ve been calling for televised public hangings every Friday night for over a year.

Benedict Arnold was was traitor who was also allowed to get away with his very public crimes

against America. Unfortunately the current a-holes will too. There’s a pattern …

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

Lackhana, we must re-do governments. This sounds crazy. But replacing big nation states with

small, local ones is the best idea. If 30 states tried to formally secede as a whole--even

peacefully--from the USA, we know what would happen. The civil war the bad guys are itching for.

Angry as we are, we need to avoid this. It would only facilitate the Great Reset. But...if we had a

soft secession of medium sized towns and rural counties just refusing to enforce or comply any

mandates issued by President Magoo or his handlers...forming our own economies and trading

with other tiny "countries" we might be able to resist. Form our own currencies as the dollar

implodes. Our own governments accountable only to those who vote them in. Unless they go full

democrat like Athens (where all citizens vote on things without representatives.) The federal

governments are set up to fail. The globalists want their puppets to self destruct and lose public

trust. They want a crash of the Old System. It's going to happen. BUT if we have a New System of

our own things will not go their way. Fight destruction by building. We can't destroy them. But we

are much better builders.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

jamNjim

Lakhana13, they are coming after the 2nd Amendment too! Fortunately, they can't trace muzzle

loaders. I have 5. I have an old Kentucky style rile, 2 inline style riles, 1 double barrel shotgun, and

1 double barrel pistol shotgun. All have to be loaded through the end of the barrel and don't fall

under any gun laws (no background checks). So when this place becomes a police state I have a

surprise for anyone who kicks my door in!
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lin3741

Regarding the link it sounds great in theory, but it seems to me they are trying to kill everyone, not

SAVE them or make us live even longer with that kind of future medical technology.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

mnpearl

And are they still using the useless PCR test to determine cases?  And how does the fake PCR test Rnd

the variant?  I haven't taken the shot, but have been around a family member who has.  I worry about us

both.  Hoping God will protect us from the evil.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

ColDig

The PCR test detects the variant the same way it detects the good ol' original

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Lakhana13

EXACTLY the point. How quickly these so-called variants are being discovered only points to more
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fraud. As everyone here knows, the PCR test was NEVER meant to be a diagnostic test for

anything, and yet, suddenly we have another variant. It's all BULLSH!*

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

jamNjim

mnpearl, exactly what I was thinking! If what Dr. McCullough says is true, and I believe it is, the

virus has done it's thing in about 5 days. You get the virus, it enters the cells, it replicates and

spreads. That's when your immune system kicks in and kills it. This takes 5 days (give or take a

day). By this time you have symptoms (coughing, fever, body aches, etc). The actual Covid-19

infection is caused by the aftermath of DNA fragments and inlammation of the Ace2 receptors. So

all that's left of the virus is DNA fragments that the PCR test detects and gives a false positive. So

there's no way they are even isolating the virus at this point because they are all dead. All the nasal

swab is doing is picking up the fragments your body is eliminating through the mucus membranes.

In other words, ALL of the so called "variants" are BS!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

OrganicHawaii.org

I'm not worried about ANY "variants". "DELTA" code word for deep sleep (no dreams). think about that

for a sec..  "You may say I'm a dreamer. But I'm not the only one." - John Lennon

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

MoMac46

OrganicHawaii - me neither - I'm not worried about variants - I've never worried about Corona - Dr

Mercolas advice on how to stay healthy is my number one place to go and have done for years.
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John Lenton said the world leaders and governments were doing everything wrong and crazy, and

they are still doing that, its for their Reset Agenda. Here in the UK it seems we have never been out

of lock down at all.  We are an island its so easy to cut us off from the rest of the world.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Retsbew

The amount of material I've read about Neil Ferguson indicates that he is a pathological liar and he's

caused all sorts of crazy government warnings over many years and he's still employed.  I wish that

these totally harmful people who are supported 100% by the rag newspapers, would be brought to

justice and sectioned to a psychiatric hospital or incarcerated.  

I've sent my time and date stamped evidence about the UK Daily Mail censorship to Dr. Reiner

Fuellmich's obce.  The website is at this URL:  Corona-ausschuss.de   A lot of the website is in English

and the page where you can submit attachments is in German.  But he says they're hoping to have it

100% English.  I don't expect him personally to use my evidence, but think it will be forwarded to the

appropriate branch of his team.  I used the German translator on the I/T to say that I would volunteer to

help them and also to explain the attachments.  One of the key issues is that over about 3 hours, my

post received 126 red approval arrows and very few disapproving arrows.  So what is the Daily Mail's

very good reason why they should remove my post?  That there were "complaints" according to 2

emails from them in unison.  In a court of law they have to produce the so-called complaints, just as I

have provided my time and date stamped original post.  

If you anticipate similar censorship with comments in the media, take a screenshot when you make

your post and then write your description of what happened if it's removed and forward it via the URL

Corona-ausschuss.de to Dr. Fuellmich.  This could be a fairly effective method of recording the

violations the press are involved in, which are unconscionable.   Screenshot with Mac iOS Catalina:

 Use Shift-Command (⌘)-5. You'll get a command bar that gives you various options. You can take a

screenshot of the screen, a window, or a speciRc selection.  Name the screenshot, save on desktop and

it's easy to attach to your email.
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

premiademar14

People having the jabberwocky  for corona now with the new strain, do they already have the vaxx at

ready because it may not work. not that it's a vaxx, it's a weapon. They don't know what else to use,

they want 19 million  gone, they won't stop until it happens, let us hope that the evil on top of all this,

come down with viruses. sadly they already have the antidote... what evil. terrible.

Posted On 06/22/2021

 

Watsonandco

premiademar14, they want 19 million gone? They want 2.4 BILLION gone. And where are the ovens

to burn the bodies? I have asked this before. Those ovens exist. Maybe old industrial plants are

being brought back to life in secret, maybe they are in India...? They are somewhere.  At the very

start of this huge depopulation attempt I wrote out what I thought would happen and when. And I

have been proved right. Am I blowing my own trumpet or am I some kind of clairvoyant? No. All I

did was apply the Eleven Principles of Propaganda by Joseph Goebbels. None of this is a surprise.

The problem is people are reacting to the obvious when they should be PROACTIVE upsetting the

timetable of these monsters.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

cloudedtitles

Sadly ... they want well more than 19-million gone.  They want billions gone!

Posted On 06/23/2021
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balhawk

They've said they want a population of about 500 million, which would be over 6 billion gone.   The

main point of attack is the fertility of young people, with a majority who get the jab possibly unable

to breed.  If 8 of 10 pregnancies result in miscarriages, it would be astonishing if people don't get

wise.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Lakhana13

OMG you made my day with your "jabberwocky"! Thanks for the laugh and reference.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

7,000,000,000 is more like it. Though they may settle for killing 6,500,000,000 of us and sterilizing

more than half the survivors. A million of them. Less than a billion of us. Half a billion eventually.

But I don't think they'll succeed. For one thing, they would kill each other. Lol Seriously, they are too

self destructive to sustain their own system. Their New Abnormal is sterile. It cancels and kills.

The best weapons against death and destruction? Life and creativity.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lin3741

Balhawk....then down the road they will make more billions on a sugar pill that promises them a
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baby!!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

ehk921aol.com

I have an autoimmune problem and do what I can to stay healthy. I got into a conversation about the

vaccines with my doctor. He wants to know why I am not vaccinated. I told him that I felt there were too

many risks according to the side effects I am seeing. He ranted about how vaccines had been made for

years. He Rnally said "Do it for your country". He then told me to email him all I had on why the vaccines

may not be safe.  I have not done that and it has been a month since I last saw him. I have not taken

the vaccine and am not planning on it.

Posted On 06/26/2021

 

stevenhogsettyahoo.com

I understand that our immunity to Covid19 will help us Rght variants, however, I am concerned about

the enemy’s prediction that the young adults and children, teens will die from it. Their usual thinking is

to punish the places that don’t go along with their oppression, like red states (like they did with Texas),

and in the elite globalist plans like Lockstep, they state their plan if not enough of the population gets

“vaccinated”, is to release a more lethal bioweapon virus that kills more people, and more young

people, children. So they may release a virus in the South/ red states, or maybe those with the

“vaccines” may start making these others sick with the spreading of the infection within their bodies

that the “vaccine” created (immune escape). (From listening all year and a half to Dr, Mercola and the

other virologists/doctors on Infowars investigative news. (An America-loving, Christian news network

who show more love for the people of the world and more integrity).

So that’s why I am asking for herbal plants that might be protect us against these more lethal

bioweapon viruses. Wormwood? Boneset? Elder? Oregano? Olive leaf? Skullcap? Licorice? I think

people should stock up on these kinds of things, dried herbs or tinctures to keep ahead of time.
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Ultimately, we are in the Creator ‘s hands. Certainly, according to Holy Scripture,no one will be allowed

to die unless He allows it as He certainly has the power to protect an individual where He chooses. His

ways are higher than our ways, and His thoughts are higher than our thoughts. I know that He is good

and loving. I know that He wants people to turn to Him and do the things that please Him, and to turn

away from the things He hates. I know that Scripture teaches that when a country goes too far in evil

practices, like killing its children, God withdraws His hand of protection. I see that it looks like He will

allow things to get much worse, and I fear for those who have not reconciled themselves to God.

Posted On 06/25/2021

 

Natenal

So how do Ivermectin and HCQ stand up against his "new and more virulent" bit of faux-science

propaganda?

Posted On 06/25/2021

 

chuxtuff

A sign I saw (slightly enhanced) at a recent protest said it all:

Beware of a new 3rd (or is the 4th?) wave of Fake News and Propaganda

And a brand new strain of bullshiest to go along with it...

Posted On 06/25/2021

 

tessat
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Has it dawned on anyone that it's possible for this virus and all it's variants to be scattered around

without any of us knowing it's going on.  Basically from all I have learned the United States is about as

guilty as China with this nightmare we are under.  Everything this country was founded on is going

under.  As a Bible believing Christian I feel we are nearing the end of this earth's history.  Even so come

Lord Jesus.  P.S. Thank you Dr. Mercola for keeping us informed.

Posted On 06/24/2021

 

WL4816

Something important to understand is that vitamin D, zinc, B-complex, NAC, etc. are not permitted as

medical treatment for COVID, but they can be taken by personal choice, if one desires. Doctors who

recommend them as treatment are risking loss of their medical licenses because pharma, medical

trade associations and the health insurance industry deRne what is permissible as treatment (also, the

involvement of various government obcials in COVID vaccination coercion is a perfect example of

"medical fascism"), and most of them have vested interests in the treatments they approve (e.g.,

government insiders and health insurers may have pharma stocks in their portfolios). There's nothing

unusual about this. It's the same situation that restricts treatment methods for cancer, diabetes, heart

disease, mental illness, addictions, arthritis and all the other lucrative ailments people go to the doctor

for. What matters to the medical-industrial complex is the method of treatment and not whether any

treatment actually works for the patients.

Posted On 06/24/2021

 

Astonished

It's worse than I thought... everydayconcerned.net/2015/08/13/holistic-doctors-sudden-cardiac-arres..

Posted On 06/24/2021
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Toh30158

If one has been vaccinated with mRNA, what can he/she do to rid the "toxin" created by the synthetic

spike protein?

Posted On 06/24/2021

 

ppannir

fasting

Posted On 06/24/2021

 

WL4816

"If one has been vaccinated with mRNA, what can he/she do to rid the "toxin" created by the

synthetic spike protein?"

We see lots of articles about which supplements to use to prevent or treat COVID, but little or no

certain recommendations for expelling the toxic vaccine after it gets injected. If I knew I am going

to be coerced into getting the injection, the Rrst thing I'd do is buy a high-value life insurance policy

to take care of surviving loved ones in the event of death. There are reports that at least

50,000-100,000 (from VAERS and EudraVigilance statistics) are known to have died after getting

the COVID injection, so the chances of death are signiRcant. The number of injuries and deaths

happening in developed countries is typical of what happens in third-world countries where

vaccines were always mass tested prior to being approved for use in the developed countries. Now,

populations in the developed countries are being "third-worldized" to serve as vaccine

experimental subjects.
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Posted On 06/24/2021

 

chuxtuff

It's not a vaccine. But that's the question that should have been asked long before that jab occurred

and until that answer was clear, one shouldn't be taking that "experimental gene therapy" where

YOU'RE the experiment, either!!!! These jabs are not synonymous with your continued good

health...

Posted On 06/25/2021

 

ghdnn

tallulah3, I guess you have no idea what humor is. Many other thoughts; but I don’t feed the friendzy!

Posted On 06/24/2021

 

tallulah3

ghRnn Whatever. WTH are you talking about? You don’t even know me. You must be on Facebook.

You remind me of those critical people. Critical was the nicest word I could think of for you. By the

way, your picture is sideways lol

Posted On 06/24/2021

 

lovingMom2013

Who are those leaders who orchestrated Covid19 ? Golden boys like Bill Gates, Elon Musk. Or
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super-evils Rockefellers, Schwab, Truedo, Johnson.  Who is Bill Gates? No education in anything! They

are just kids playing on the playground. The whole world following them! Why??? They are not experts.

They are ill-educated weird poorly speaking boys.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lovingMom2013

The Antidot, Judy Mitkovits www.bitchute.com/.../xVM34vh3rQST

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

premiademar14

I get my Pine bark tablets and other from iherb.com, perhaps Dr Mercola has it too.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lovingMom2013

Judy Mitkovits said that pine needles are useless. Please watch The Antidot  

www.bitchute.com/.../xVM34vh3rQST

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

skybleuct

Just look up ‘white pine needle’ tea as that is the safest type of pine needle for making tea.  I think I
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may have found it on EBay.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Nadine17

A comment from naturalnews.com on buyers remorse regarding covid shot: "You may have seen

videos of people with metal objects sticking to them. This is the result of a process called

"Magnetofection," which was deliberately added to the injections to make them more powerful to force

mRNA into every cell. Dr. Jane Ruby discusses this at bitchute DOT com/video/OmpL3GdVFyNY/ And

in addition, I have seen videos where non-vaccinated people who have been around those who received

the jab are also becoming magnetic. This includes several videos I have seen where metal is sticking

to steaks and chicken still in the package. For example, see bitchute.com/.../kybqo6WxAKkN  This

makes me wonder if they are injecting the living animals with this, or after they have been butchered,

deliberately putting it into our food supply! I am going to start carrying a magnet with me when I go to

the grocery store, or restaurants. I'm also going to regularly check my pet's food.

Researcher Polly St. George investigates this magnetism as a possible tool for mind control in the near

future. See her analysis at bitchute DOT com/video/GMtUZfHuQNlL/ It is in times like these that I must

remind myself that Jesus is my Healer. I am also praying that God will bring forth solutions that will

neutralize these malevolent injections. Pine needle tea is one step in the right direction, but much more

is needed."

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Nadine17

Robert Naeslund: The Human Brain Project

odysee.com/@StopTheCrime:d/Robert-Naeslund-The-Human-Brain-Project:1

Posted On 06/23/2021
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Sunsetgirl

THANK YOU, DR. MERCOLA!! 

# $ ❤

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

grilly111

People .. listen..!  PINE NEEDLE INFUSIONS (ie: 'tea') DESTROY the lipid-coated spike protein!!! This is

the immediate thing to do if you are exposed to the breath or touch of a 'vaccinated' person You will

'feel' the spike proteins 'pricking' the corneas of your eyes, if you are exposed to them in the air around

you .. i know this from personal experience when a man full of CV-19 blew in my face during late

December 2019 ..and four days later i came down with the virus Please, obtain for yourselves some

seedling pine trees so that you can grow them in pots at home if need be Or try to obtain a supply of

pine needle tea from a herbal tea shop, while you still can Other than that you can go into a forest and

collect bunches of pine needles God bless you all  ..  : )

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Found I had planted 2 Red Pines on my cottage property 30 years ago . They are now 20ft tall .

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Carlsdad

My wife, who is in her seventies and a cancer sufferer, was bullied by the hospital in to having the latest
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Covid injections. She had the second jab Rve days ago, and is now suffering with a swollen arm and in

some pain. She has been told that this is not an uncommon outcome and the swelling and discomfort

will only last a few days. However, there is no sign of this happening and my wife has been

self-medicating with DMSO which has brought some relief. Trying to arrange a visit to our GP is a

nightmare, as nobody seems to be answering the telephone. If there is no improvement by tomorrow, I

shall be taking her back to the hospital. This is all unwanted stress.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Check out this link.     www.naturalnews.com/.../covid-vaccines  Is pine needle tea the answer to

covid vaccine shedding / transmission? Learn about suramin, shikimic acid and how to make your

own extracts

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

laradjigmail.com

more fully “vaccinated” people have actually died from this variant. According to the PHE, of the 42

'Britons who had died with the Delta variant as of mid-June 2021, 12 had received two doses of gene

therapy, compared to just seven single-dose recipients. More importantly, a June 11, 2021, PHE report7

shows that as a hospital patient, you are six times more likely to die of the COVID Delta variant if you

are fully vaccinated, than if you are not vaccinated at all.' Can you please tell me where this is proven as

I went to the reference section and 77 papers later?? I couldn't Rnd it as the above quote.

Posted On 06/23/2021
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12user

Judy Mikovitz has debunked the pine needle theory. Suramin does not come from pine needles.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Why are you lying. www.naturalnews.com/.../covid-vaccines

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

12user

Lying? See for yourself. Mikovitz said it herself! Suramin DOES NOT come from pine needles:

academyofdk.com/the-antdote-w-dr-judy-mikovits

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

met5751

Sorry if I change the subject a bit, but what are Mercola thoughts about magnets attaching to body

after vaccination? Myth or fact? If indeed a fact, how is this possible?

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

notapinoy

Can someone post a bit of data showing how viruses are formed. About how humans need viruses to
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survive. About how viruses are not spread and how they are a normal part of human existence.  Fear

exists only where there is a lack of knowledge. Once people understand then there is no longer fear.

The longer that we are kept ignorant of the facts, the longer the fear will work.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

notapinoy

The variant is complete and utter nonsense. It is designed to play on your fears. Go on with your life as

if normal. Remember that the FEAR is what is being pushed. It is all based on FEAR. And actually the

fear is misplaced as the fear should be of your government. Remember that the global government's

are controlled by the ds cabal. Take control of your local governments and reduce the size of the

government by all means. Open your business and go to work. Ignore all fear based propaganda.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Covid and the many Mycoplasma biological warfare weapon pathogens are one and the same in

the vaccines and in the wild. They are so small they pass thru vaccine makers Rlters. Same spike

protien distribution in body via blood stream. Same PCR test.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Watsonandco

adulavitzhotmail.com, yes it is. You are speaking with the brain dead. Welcome to my world. No logic,

no rationale, just brain dead, knee-jerk stupidity. Get over it! Focus on what must be done. Interrupt the

timetable of our oppressors. We can do that. We can win. Work it out and go for it. Each of us is our
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own knight in shining armour and we need that right now. They can only win if we let them. Fact.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Brainwashed Braindead.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

mrrobb

dance to the drum beat.....TV says JUMP!!!  and millions JUMP..and some even ask "How High?"

...Twodoors or Biden or some other idiot command mindless people to JUMP......over the cliff??when

are they gonna  Rgure out they been screeeedew   AGAIN...  hahahahha www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

bee70578

Check reviews before buying at Indiamart for Ivermectin they have bad rep for getting export

paperwork wrong and not sending orders.  Any personal suggestions for decent suppliers would be

welcome I'm sure.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Casimcea

Keep in mind this tyrannical measures are imposed at the point of the gun (police enforced). Would be
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not too long defore a effective vaccine would come into play; the second amendment shot. History is a

good predictor.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

maxxon

Okay,now that the past year of hysterical B.S. is closing down it's time for ROUND 2.  Yes, many people

died but a minuscule number compared to what the British protagonist Neal Ferguson predicted with

his all too infamous scientiRc models that have failed miserably despite being exponentially

disseminated by our MSM propaganda arm of the democRAT communist party.  We all knew this had

to happen. Our "expert" in theatrics, Phony Tony Fauci almost guaranteed it months ago when he

predicted a "SURGE" whenever The Party needed to spread more fear. Ivermectin and

Hydroxychloroquine used as a prophylactic have proven to be extremely effective, of course now that

Big Pharma got the "health emergency" directorate they were after to create totally untested mRNA

drugs on the global population in the direct line of Rre. The FDA needs to be fully investigated and

either reformed or eliminated based on it's past 20 years of fraudulent activity as our health watchdog

agency owned by Big Pharma.  It is time to demand that the FDA and CDC  both be put under a

microscope to ferret out the absolute corruption that Rlls it's cubicles. This global disaster should

never have happened and now that it has the people responsible in the FDA and CDC which we fund

need to be punished. This was far more than dereliction of duty.  You know what it needs to be called.

If enough hell is raised with Congress and their campaign money supply threatened we might get some

action. I get a lot of emails from politicians I have no use for so I have been "unsubing" them whenever

I can.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

I make my jello with one cup tonic water(quinine) and one cup peach juice with Sloe

Gin(zinc&magnesiom)
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lin3741

VARIANTS  SCHMARIANTS.       lol! Sorry I couldn’t resist.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

DonnaLYaeger

Dr Mercola Thank you for all the information you provide, but after listening to the fact-checking news

worthing stations on Biden Admin wishes to Rnd any excuse to lock us down again I cannot help but

think the Delta may be just that. I heard they are going to use Global warming and restrictions of CO2,

personal vehicles, A/C, possibly breathing, lawn care, watering has been restricted to farmers in many

states already, eating meat..so that means no grilling! Sorry, I am being angry in my response and over

the top, but they have been ridiculous in their demands of the public lock downs. This Delta remains to

be seen as another inluenza hype! Beware of the wolf in sheep's clothing?! Thank you for all you do for

your followers that believe your research. Donna

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Covid and the many Mycoplasma biological warfare weapon (WW2+) pathogens variants are one

and the same in the vaccines and in the wild. They are so small they pass thru vaccine makers

Rlters. Same spike proteins distribution in body via blood stream. Same PCR test.

Posted On 06/23/2021
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BillyBobMS

Of course, as always, just as against any virus, most of us won't forget: D, C, zinc, quercetin, and if you

can get them: IV C, Ivermectine and hydroxychloroquine with zinc. And last but by no means least:

nebulized low concentration hydrogen peroxide! Research it, thru Mercola and Levy. No need for

anyone to die from these viruses. You don't have to abandon your doctors advice, but you also don't

have to just die simply when they have nothing to offer.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Also look at www.naturalnews.com/.../covid-vaccines

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

jdarnall64

Oh boy, here we ago again. Fear mongering 101 must not be followed. Life 101 must be followed until

Jesus Christ decides to change things for the better.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Watsonandco

Jesus Christ? Really? Please touch base with reality.

Posted On 06/23/2021
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michael2020

A FEW IMPORTANT POINTS...

- NEIL FERGUSON WAS FUNDED BY GATES FOUNDATION AS WAS DISCOVERED AFTER HIS EARLIER

REPORT OF THE 2.2M DEATHS IN THE U.S.; THE REASON HE WOULD SHOW UP AGAIN IS CLEARLY

GATES-RELATED

- HOTEZ IS FUNDED BY PHARMA; CLEAR REPORTS ON PHARMA-FUNDED CONGRESSMEN AND

WOMEN HAVE BEEN MADE PUBLIC AND CONFIRM THIS FACT

- GATES IS A 3RD GENERATION EUGENICS BELIEVER WITH CLEAR TIES TO THE ROCKEFELLER

FOUNDATION WHERE OVER-POPULATION IS ON THE AGENDA AS THE CURE FOR

EVERYTHING...CLIMATE CHANGE, FOOD SUPPLY, ETC. HIS AGENDA FOR POPULATION REDUCTION IS

CLEAR AND ALSO CLEAR IS HIS FUNDING OF THE HUGE PROPAGANDA MACHINE DRIVING THE

NARRATIVE ABOUT ANTI-VAXXERS, ETC.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Gates Dad and British Prime Minister are close? friends.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

DrDave99

Delta is all a load of horse scheist

Posted On 06/23/2021
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maxxon

I believe you are absolutely correct.  The Rrst Covid-19 con job worked perfectly so it is inevitable

that another one will be on the agenda  and on and on and on.  Based on the number of Vaxed

people though I suspect a larger number of folks believe as you do. Fool me one shame on

you...etc. etc. etc.  The people will NOT stand for lock downs and masks again.  Tarring &

feathering of mayors, governors and other obcials might become very popular.  In states where

conservatives hold majorities Legislatures will be changing laws to take Carte Blanch power away

from the dictator wannabes. Something must be done to rein them in.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

sus86012

Why is none of this publicized more by you and our staff? Also, again, your editorials are far to long and

I believe you lose readers half way through...

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

NaplesDan

Confused here…are you asking why Dr Mercola has no “publicized” this enough???

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Dumb remember everything (smart?} understand nothing easily brainwashed people have short

attention spans.
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

fvtomasch

Next time if someone asks me if I had the jab I will tell them after seeing Mike Tyson's left JAB to

Evander HolyReld's head then biting part of his ear off I'll politely say  Thanks! but no Thanks. It looks

way too painful!!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Casimcea

Answering the question can only be voluntary, otherwise becomes release of personal medical

information.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

elriada

Is the Neil Ferguson referred to in this article the same from the Hoover Institute at Stanford? I found

the Stanford Historian to be pretty straight forward on the writings that I have read.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Glastian

elriada, I believe the Neil Ferguson referred to is based at the Imperial College, London.
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

NaplesDan

The Imperial College fraud spells his name “Naill” and is pronounced ni-ell.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

agglebert

i'll write it again and again, FOLLOW THE MONEY and wake up!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

RebelChickJMJ

#PanicPorn #CultOfCovid #KillTheSheep #Scamdemic #FreedomFirst!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

harvelicious

The tiptoe into global fascism, technocracy, overt tyranny & mass genocide went into overdrive with the

FAKE "C-19" plandemic, of which, there is not the slightest iota, whatsoever, or, snowball's chance in

hell, that the satanic death cult holding the levers of power, will end this avalanche of destruction &

death spiral into the abyss, UNLESS, WE, the PEOPLE, reject it wholeheartedly & stop acquiescing to

unlawful diktats, bullying, threats, coercion & propaganda. Of course, FAKE in silico "new variants" are

part of the strategy to keep the fear level in rabid mode, keep creating mass confusion & cover for past
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transgressions. The  FAKE "Delta variant", & others, is the cover for the illness, maiming & murders that

are coming from the lethal injections & subsequently, more tyrannical lockdown measures, &

establishes the false premise for more "lethal agents" to be coerced into our bodies! We ain't seen

nothing yet! A lie always has to be followed by an even bigger lie to perpetuate the scam.

Dr. M & everyone else, has to get fully on the side of absolute truth regarding the blatant fraudulent lies

that SARS-CoV-2, SARS, MERS, Ebola, Zika, HIV, & Flus have been appropriately characterized, proven

to exist & cause disease. To this day, there is NO, NONE, ZERO, ZILCH, veriRable proof or empirical

evidence, using gold standard scientiRc principles, protocols & ethics, that quantitatively conRrms this

to be true. This is the foundational lie that perpetuates this entire fraud! STOP acquiescing for your

own ENSLAVEMENT! Here's all anyone needs to know: 1) governments, corporations, institutions,

NGO's, "experts", et al, CANNOT be trusted at all. 2) germ theory, pathogenic viruses, vaccines, big

pharma, GMO's, et al, are one big fraud. 3) testing using tests not testing for "the virus" is insanely

fraudulent. 4) asymptomatic carriers & spread has never been proven. 5) lockdowns, masking,

distancing is the absolute worst thing that can be done....continued...

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

harvelicious

....continued....

6) we are being inundated with a plethora of toxins via numerous modalities from food, vaccines,

conventional medicine, prescription & OTC drugs, municipal water treatments, pesticides, chem

trails, EMF's, electronic devices, technology, media, tv/radio programming, education,

entertainment, music, movies, games, internet, satellites, government, secret military programs,

equipment & propaganda, et al.  7) common people are viewed as chattel property like livestock,

therefore, the current level of tracking, tracing & controlling your behavior is about to go into full-on

surveillance, segregation & restriction mode controlled by AI & backed up with militarized

police/military/robot forces.   8) global food supplies are being tightly controlled & meted out.   9)

natural, heirloom, organic foods & meat proteins, etc., will become banned & lab produced GMO

FAKE food will replace it.   10) since the USA is the only country that has allowed the People to own

Rrearms, the strategy for collapsing the US will be different than for "unarmed" countries, for which,
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are being relatively easy to subjugate.   11) Hope for the best, stand for truth, & prepare for the

worst, while we still can. Get prepared for a brutal Hunger Games Society scenario.

Governments fully embrace eugenics in all of its forms such as war, poisoning, drugs, abortion,

euthanasia, EMF's, false lag events, psyop programs, "pandemics", "vaccines", etc. International

banking cartels, British Royalty, Dutch Royalty, the Vatican, & satanic cults currently control the

world due to a horriRc trespass that takes place when you're born. Every man/woman has,

unknowingly, been converted into an unlawful Rctitious bonded "legal entity" & "owned" by each

different government "legal corporate entity", or, bond holder/s. These bonds are worth an

estimated $200 - $300 Million to the bond holders upon your death. A lot of valuable info here:

http://annavonreitz.com/  & https://awarriorcalls.com

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lin3741

Harvelicous that certainly is MORE than a mouthful.   Where do u get yr info about the bonds upon

yr death?   not to mention yr other 9 “points of fact”.  EACH is a HUGE statement that deserves

some “back up facts”, don’t you think?  I mean, WOW.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Covid and the many Mycoplasma biological warfare weapon pathogens are one and the same in

the vaccines and in the wild. They are so small they pass thru vaccine makers Rlters. Same spike

proteins distribution in body via blood stream. Same PCR test.

Posted On 06/23/2021
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K.Wilson

Variants are only .30% different than the original and all of a sudden the fantastic vaccines are nearly

ineffective after only one shot and somehow people speciRcally aged 12-20 are most at risk? Pardon

my language but you'd you'd have to be a f**king moron to fall for this after everything else that has

happened.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Made into morons with brainwashing on steroids since 2015

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

BillyBobMS

While it is certainly concerning that the hospitalized with the Delta variant and fully vaccinated folks

have a 6 times higher death rate than the vaccinated, keep in mind a potential signiRcant confounding

factor: Aren't the folks fully vaccinated most likely also older and more fragile, with more comorbidity?

So, just like before the vaccine, they would be expected to die at a much higher rate. Here in the USA,

the older populations got the jab much earlier than the younger did, and I also suspect that a much

higher % of the elderly got the vaccine compared to younger folks. So that could- maybe - contribute to

the much higher death rate.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

jamNjim
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It was by design. It's well known that vaccines are basically ineffective for the elderly population.

The only reason to inject someone over 75 with these mRNA vaccines is PREMEDITATED MURDER!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Vaccinated in countries without "roundup toxin in food" do not appear to have increased all cause

death rate.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Patriot2021

Hote-z sounds nuttier than squirrel poop.  Here’s how he was “busted” by Sharyl Attkisson’s attorney:

sharylattkisson.com/.../read-dr-peter-hotez-defamation

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

BeanShooterBroad

Good morning!  What do we know about shedding of those who have taken the jab? In laws have all

been jabbed (PRzer) and have us invited on a trip where we will all share a condo.....we have had the

virus in my home and all recovered nicely. Worried about shedding...please advise. I wish we could get

out of this trip somehow.

Posted On 06/23/2021
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jamNjim

If you had the virus and got over it you shouldn't have anything to worry about. You're way better off

than anyone who took the jab.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

If you value your health and quality of life you must . It is Russian Roulette

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

ramrodd

What deRnes an ebcacious COVID-19 vaccine? A review of the challenges assessing the clinical

ebcacy of vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 - The Lancet Infectious Diseases

www.thelancet.com/.../S1473-3099 (20)30773-8/fulltext

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Emilyette

I heard the goal is to be down to the amount of people on the Georgia guide stones by 2025. Not a nice

picture of the future. ...

Posted On 06/23/2021
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jerryanon

Figures don't lie, but liars do Rgure.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

learning5

Thank you to all who write comments. I learn nearly as much from you as from Dr Mercola. Husband

and I have not gotten the jab and won't. Daughter and family will not either but my siblings have.

Prayers for them. I work two jobs with the public and when they proudly announce they had their

injection all I say is, "Good luck", then stop them short by changing the subject. Sad thing is that my

one great boss had Covid last October and still suffers with voice and stomach issues. He's in radio so

it's dibcult. He is very thin and pushes hard to work, yet then got the shot.  I cried.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

SaucySue

The issue here is whether or not you want to suffer the effects of the virus. Your boss was very

lucky and has survived, whereas many have not. Living with the after-effects to include dementia

of the virus are signiRcant and not to be minimized - whether you agree with vaccines or not facing

the reality of the disease is the reality.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

jamNjim

Learning5, it is very ba|ing to see these people that got sick with Covid-19 and they still get the

jab. The best vaccine on the planet is getting sick with the virus. You're IMMUNE FOR LIFE! Why in
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the hell would anyone risk getting vaccinated if they already got sick? It just blows my mind. My

boss did the same thing. Mind blowing! He knows better. I tried to talk him out of it and he said he

KNOWS he is immune for life, but he got the jab anyway. When they came out with the Chickenpox

vaccine around 1995 they WARNED people that had already got Chickenpox NOT to get vaccinated

for it! If anyone looked at the CDC's VAERS website and saw the number of people that have died

the same day they were vaccinated there's no way anyone would get vaccinated. Over 6,000

reported deaths so far. The statistics suggest that only between 1% and 10% of adverse reactions

are reported on VAERS. If it is 10% then 60,000 people have died from the vaccine since Jan 2021.

Dead people can't report that they died after vaccination. How many doctors are reporting that their

patients died 24 hours after getting the jab? Probably ZERO! So that 60,000 estimate is probably

very underestimated.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Johman0

Saucy sue, you are forgetting the reality is that people are suffering or dying because safe and

effective treatments for this virus (or whatever it is) are being withheld, censored, and/or banned.

Keep your eye on the ball.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

jor1355

When i read all the lies and fearmongering news that makes 'leaders'implement lockdowns or

worse,encouraging jabs in youngs,i think that i cannot eat enough for all i have to womit about.

Posted On 06/23/2021
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Cadville2

Everyone needs to see this. Especially Canadians. https://youtu.be/vUrp5PlnBwQ

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

ghdnn

One of my fathers favorites “take everything with a grain of salt” and I guess I have learned to love salt.

A household member watches the main stream and as this article luminated, they were pouring on the

fear. I ran and hid under the bed ... crying!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

trumar

Hello everyone! I always enjoy reading your comments. Can someone please tell me the right amount

of zinc that I should be taking? And I also have three kids age 12,9 and 6 and was also wondering if I

should give it to them and how much. Thank you

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

jamNjim

Good question! It would be nice to know. I never took any supplements until 2020. I'm taking Zinc

and Magnesium. I tried taking vit-c and vit-b but it seams too much for me. I recently added COQ10

to the regimen just in case I get sick with Covid. It supposedly helps reduce the risk of heart

damage. WHO KNOWS?
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Lakhana13

As an immune trace mineral, and for the fact most people are zinc deRcient, a good adult dose will

be between 20 - 60 mg per day. But for roughly every 18 mg of zinc one needs about 1 mg of

copper. They complement each other. Magnesium should be between 300 - 600 mg per day. Both

are best absorbed when taken in between meals. Zinc is also adversely affected by phytic acid

found in grains and beans so be sure to monitor these foods. For children zinc will be about 5 - 20

mg per day and again must be balanced with copper. Magnesium will be between 150 - 300 mg for

children.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

farmercist

Good video but Dr Hodkinson is clueless about vaccinations.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

sio6474

Yep

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

carolat_203
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How do you control the people? FEAR!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

farmercist

If they manufactured the covid19 by splicing 5 viruses together, how can they suddenly have

"variants"?   How many of those coming down with the delta variant have be given the shot?

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

micuda

any good alarmist will tell you you can't cry wolf all the time; you have to mutate the cry to tiger or lion

to remain effective

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Heed the words of micuda sheeple!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

jamNjim

Quote: "Chile, which has one of the highest COVID-jab rates in the world, with 58% of the population

having received two doses and 75% having received their Rrst dose, authorities announced a blanket

lockdown across the capital of Santiago, June 10, 2021. The lockdown came in response to the highest
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COVID-19 case numbers since the beginning of the pandemic."

This is the case all around the world. The only country that has not had a surge in cases after starting a

massive vaccination campaign is Australia. That's because the pandemic was over in Australia about 4

months prior to vaccinations. They practically have had no infections since Sep 2020. Anyone who

decides to give in to the pressure and get vaccinated for Covid-19 should consider taking at least 2

weeks of vacation and STAY HOME ALONE!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

No surge in America due to us not all getting jabbed at once. Our "vaccine hesistancy" makes the

oligarchy mad as heck. No surge for them. All the open states where folks aren't dropping like lies

must make them sick too. Lol

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

jamNjim

rensmith, look again! We started vaccinating in mid-Dec 2020. By the 2nd week of Jan 2021 we

saw our largest surge of the entire pandemic. Go look it up. There was one day over 4500 people

died. That was around the 3rd week of Jan.  We didn't drop back down to our PRE-Vaccination daily

covid-19 infection levels until March.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Countries without the toxin "roundup" in their food have not had an  increase in all cause deaths
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after vaccinations..

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

lrg2000

GREAT INFORMATION !

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

workoutfreak

The so called emerging mutations are to keep the fearmongering alive. Also mutations get weaker and

weaker. The Delta variant symptoms are laughable. They actually resemble an allergic cold with

sneezing, sore throat and a headache. As The Guardian says, "It resembles a bad cold." That being said

, those that have taken the shot or 2 have their immune system compromised, which would make even

a simple cold deadly.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Longplay

"Indian Variant Refuels Fear" should read "Indian Variant Refuels Fear Porn". Also, in addition to the

natural immune syatem recognizing variants in those who've survived COVID, the therapeutics known

to work on the original don't discrimate either.

Posted On 06/23/2021
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Lakhana13

The "Delta Variant", which simply is the "Indian Variant" renamed, is just another means to control the

world through FEAR. "They" can do this forever. Spread more fear by claiming, "Oh NO! A NEW

VARIANT! Now you have get take another booster shot......ad inRnitum......." Coerced Cowardice -

www.youtube.com/watch  

On a somewhat different note, why suddenly has the Marxist/democrat party changed their stance on

voter ID laws? Could it be this is a way to induce non-vaxxers into getting the shot? No shot; no vote.

"Please mam, can you show me your COVID-VAX/Voter ID card?" And for the fools who believed

DeSantis was a "good-guy", guess what, you've been fooled again by another Republican. Forget BOTH

parties. There is NO DIFFERENCE between the 2. NONE. One side is loud, obnoxious and has been

telling us EXACTLY  what their trying to do while the other side are weak, pathetic, gutless cowards who

don't even have the balls to openly reveal themselves. "Law Signed by DeSantis Will Allow for Forced

Vaccinations" - beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2021/06/law-signed-by-desantis-..  

And people will just go along with it despite it being Unconstitutional AND Illegal per the following:  See

the federal regulations at 45 CFR 46.116a and b; 21 CFR 50.20.  States may NOT mandate EUA

vaccines – experimental and investigational –  21 USCS § 360bbb-3. EUA products MUST be subject to

consent or refusal. States cannot mandate EUA vaccines  SCOTUS Precedent – Doe #1 v Rumsfeld – 6

soldiers sued DOD, claiming they could not be required to submit to EUA anthrax vaccines without a

Presidential waiver. They won.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Den6328

Read the bill, some parts were highlighted but could not Rnd the speciRc information on forced

vaccine. The title should list the references so it could be veriRed. Thanks. The Democrats are Eve

and the Republicans are Adam . The weak men put Eve in charge rather than God. Out goes morals

and principals , in comes excuses , manipulation, seduction. Michael is the warrior archangel, call

on him in a battle. Gabriel was the messenger archangel. Lucifer was the most beautiful angel, he

was in charge of the pipes, that is music and entertainment. He was also called prince of the air.
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He fell to earth and ended up in Hollywood. Ha ha,  Turn on your TV and invite the devil right into

your home.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Astonished

Smart observation about voting. Not that it matters with the Dominion voting machines...

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

brian334

Sorry but you have it all wrong Dr Mercola.....its ALL B.S.............look

odysee.com/.../delta-or-indian-variant-real-world:6

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

tillthen

Thanks.  There is little of the bio techno lingo that I can truly understand. Your post is

illuminating.........uneducated ol' fart.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Go_Within

Don't fall for all that you have been seeing on the Tell-A-Vision - because you are being told a FALSE
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and Evil Vision by beings that you know not of! But, they (evil) cannot win if enough of us 'wake up'... I

believe in you and I Love You! STOP watching your TV's (tell-a-vision & its programming - who's vision?)

it has done nothing but 'PROGRAM' you since your birth! Try to remember my comments here, better

yet, print them out... You have no idea what I know or how I KNOW... (I do not follow Q or Trump)... I

follow 'Truth & Knowing'... don't worry about it though... I will always try to help through kindness,

compassion, & empathy! The WORLD is going through a major 'psychotic episode' and the earth is also

going through the ‘dark night of the soul’ (yes, the Earth is ensouled) MANY will need time to heal once

they fully know 'the truth'... it's coming more quickly than you think!

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

LuckyinSA

LOL.  See below headlines just out in Australia. WORLD NEWS: India concerned over Delta Plus Health

authorities in India say they have classiRed a new variant of the existing Delta COVID-19 strain, and say

it is prompting renewed concern. Studies have shown that 'Delta Plus' is more transmissible and

attaches to lung cells easily.  Around 40 cases of the new variant have been recorded so far across

three Indian states.  How strangely timed with this article.  Thanks Dr M for being a beacon of light and

truth in these dark times.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Lakhana13

I read/saw yesterday, the "new" variant is much more "contagious" but is NOT more "lethal".

Right............because of the constant fear mongering of the media, government agencies and TV

doctors for the past 1 1/2 years, the public ONLY see/hear the word "contagious" and not the fact it

isn't "lethal" (if in fact, it actually exists, which I do not believe). The unconscious word association

will drive them into getting booster shots, more lock downs and mask wearing.
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Vladimira

An interesting article: www.naturalnews.com/2021-06-22-do-covid-vaccines-contain-nanoparticles..

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Mei_Ling

Thanks for the link.  In the comments section there was another link to an interesting & troubling

article about mandatory 'shots' for airline pilots.  The psychopaths truly don't want the peons to be

lying.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

Mei-Ling, too bad most of the peons haven't Rgured this out yet. "But I gotta get the 'vaccine' to

take that trip to Bermuda."

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

wendyb.

Thank you, LisaLis.  I checked back at the graph on page 15 of #7 for Delta and it says 19 died of

vaccinated people compared to 23 died of the unvaccinated.  And, although I refuse to be coerced into

getting the jab, my hubby has now got his second one.
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https://articles.mercola.com/members/Mei_5F00_Ling/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rensmith23zohomail.com/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/wendyb_2E00_/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Jennycat24

wendyb, you may have missed this reply  by mrsb1959 - I have copied it as I couldn't say it better!

“Hi Wendy, my understanding of the Rgures in this article is that the numbers of deaths in the

19,573 hospitalized unvaccinated patients was 23, whilst the number of deaths in the 13,633

hospitalized vaccinated was 19. Whilst just looking at the numbers as a whole in actual deaths, it

does logically appear that more non vaccinated died than unvaccinated, but when you look at the

percentage of deaths in relation to the number of people:- 19,573 unvaccinated compared to

13,633 vaccinated, then, percentage wise,  those vaccinated did have a higher proportion of

deaths, if you get what I mean!! I may not have explained myself very well, and may have

misunderstood it myself, and I'm sure there are some much cleverer people than me on here who

could do a better job, but hope my efforts help.”

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

allcurious

Are all these SARS whatever military lab created Mycoplasma's. Look up pneumonia and TB. Two of

each (WW2?).

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Lakhana13

More than likely there is a mycoplasm involved but I believe it is "raining" down on us from up high

through chemtrails.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Jennycat24/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/allcurious/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Lakhana13/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Astrocomical

The Rrst one worked great (phony lu).  The second one might be even be better for them (phony

variant lu).  Can hardly wait to see what the t urd one will be (mark of the beast?)

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

skweiler

Hans Henri Kluge is probably - according to his surname - a Jew. Dr. Scott Gottlieb is a Jew. Peter

Hotez is a Jew.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Atosborn

Why would you use sound bites from someone commenting on the "vaccines" working better than

hoped for? Whether she intends it or not, Julia Hartley-Brewer is playing into the hands of the

pharmaceutical industry. I don't care to hear that her opinion is the "vaccines" work, considering they

are deadly, however the pharmaceutical industrial complex will shout from the roof tops every time

someone agrees with the mis-statement that these poisons work, and you know it Dr. Mercola. Please

quit giving ammunition to the people that would utilize this information, no matter how incorrect it may

be, to some way people by quoting those who have spoken out against the covid narrative that now has

something agreeable to contribute even if it is sarcasm. The statements will not be portrayed as

sarcasm, but as an agreement that aligns with the "vaccination" narrative. Please quit doing this! I see

it in many of your writings.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Astrocomical/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/skweiler/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Atosborn/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/23/2021

 

bul51293

DELTA MY ASS... NEXT STRAIN WILL BE UNITED OR SOUTHWEST?  Ye, like to put all these SOB's on a

one-way DELTA light to Hell (oh I forgot they are already there).  Evil is what this is - but the truth is

this - I say most people have already chosen a side.  Either they have a brain, do their own independent

research and have REJECTED the gene-therapy depopulation jab...OR....they are one of the masses

(aka dumb sheep) and have chosen to jump like lemmings off a cliff to take the jab or wear the

self-suffocation device - or rat out neighbors/family/friends to be the new gestapo.  I would not think

there are many 'still on the fence' at this point.  In any event, you can't save those that drank the

kool-aid - they are already zombies in a trance and truly are transhuman.  WE SANE INDIVIDUALS who

have rejected the depopulation agenda need to ORGANIZE and come together to stand UNITED against

the Globalist evil agenda that is ripping every last freedom away from us.  Someone has to do

something soon....not sure how this can be done, but feedback would be great.

Posted On 06/24/2021

 

Lakhana13

They'll begin naming the "variants" in the same manner they name hurricanes.

Posted On 06/24/2021

 

TeacherRay

I can't Rnd any info about the Chinese vaccine, or the Russian vaccine. Are these vaccines the same as

PRzer, AZ, Moderna ???

https://articles.mercola.com/members/bul51293/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Lakhana13/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/TeacherRay/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/24/2021

 

chrisphillips

when this all Rrst started, my thought was, well, we'll all get this bug and then see what happens.  i

would kind of like to attain my own natural immunity and get it over with.  not that i am taking risks.  i

mask for necessary errands and am a  retired recluse otherwise...easy and fun in the summer with a

garden.  wonder what the future holds....

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

SaucySue

I understand and respect Mercola's position but i also have to think about reality. Delta exists and there

is no doubt of its presence in India. The reality is that sooner or later it will spread globally. Regardless

of where or how the original strain came, the reality is that there has been a Pandemic. If we choose to

ignore reality, then we are faced with more of a problem. Example is the regular lu that arrives each

year under different strains. If we chose to ignore that millions die from the lu, then we have a

Pandemic. If we had not vaccinated folk against small pox, and other diseases, the toll on human life

would be huge. There are indeed other ways of protecting ourselves but when it comes to the very

worst of diseases, perhaps not.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Brodson

So tired of all the mind blowing individual contradictions on covid that I am starting to ignore them. No

mention of how many and percentage died of heart disease, cancer, TB, Aids etc. All my relations in the

UK, up to 90 years old are all ok after the jab, including me. I will take all precautions, If covid gets me

so be it.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/chrisphillips/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/SaucySue/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Brodson/default.aspx
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cat6071

Keep us posted on your health.

Posted On 06/23/2021

 

Good_Hands

Bonus: if you get ALS from the jab, then you can change your screen name to Crazy Legs.

Posted On 06/23/2021
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